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he’ will then inhale happiness

with the

air you

Raymond could

ever mdke it. "The secrét _ceptionable paper, but a downright

evil that it could not be the work of an
author, combining infinite power with per-

moires,” in’ which _js related how, in the ing days.
Is style of fighting differs from
distress of the family, owing to, his father’s: our more customary modes. Its words are
death, Marmontel, a boy, by a. sudden ine blows; ‘meant to hurt, not persuade, and

and

cham- question of punishing

the offenderstby

a

isa lion-liké courage and passion. It takes. pion of virtue and honesty. Pages were military’ code, which brought about the about it.” The starting-point in his recov- the offensive- against public fvrongs with devoted ‘to its leading specialty, the -ex- overthrow of Castelar, will not be pressed.”
ery from depression was being moved to an‘impetuous force that challeriges the s
posure of swindlérs and the denufciation Castelar has been invited to assist the new '

could be
full of tears by a passage

righteousness;” that

Number. 1 fg

of life, being no ‘longer Nept ap the pluckiest thing ever knowit- in the shape More than 100,000 il dated within the thiat its principal objects thie’ establish
by struggle and privation, would cease 10'| of a newspaper—as different from Henry J. last five years, were seized on his premises. ‘met of order and to show that it really
be pleasures,” Again, he finds that happi- Raymond's "Timed ‘as any paper ever was
The special point, after all, of this story, ‘means to act in the interests of republican
nora
al bo ru the end of life, or it from another; not suited, of course, to ‘the | lies: in the admirable cunning-and plausi- liberty. ‘Tg realize these objects the most can not be gainéd. "The only chance is to same tastes -as’ its predecessor, “but, on the | bility "of Hunter's system of humbug. "The energetic, r
will be used. “The
treat, no-happisess, but ‘some end exter .whole, a vastly more valuable apd success. Star Spangled Banner was carefully and province of Valencia, where the insurrecnal
to it, as the ‘purpose of life;
. you ful publi: joureal than all the ability of adroitly edited, toseem not only an unex- tion exists, is declaped in siege, and the

threw - iA religions faith altogether.
He
taught his son that ‘‘concerning.the origin

money in a
obliged to fect goodness
so.
“Christianity,
Otherwise
| mankind, was
them,

a

‘please

breath, without. dwelling on it: or thinking

of things nothing . whatever
known;” that the ‘“world was
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as commonly ' presented to| spiratiou, resolved to be everything to them getierally; it myst be owned, they are put instances ,of victimization, 2nd the moral | Washington Correspondence. :
ne plus wifra of wicked-, “and supply-the place of -all they. had 10st, | right where they will do the most good. was invariably. taught, that*you should’ do
.
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Suarges for
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the
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checks, and Post 0 ce money drders may be“ des
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
“radically vitiating the standard of mor- be done and mucly’ ‘must; be: leent by -.ch to use strong language from a compara-~ ble firms, like those already named as Hun- | Congress re-assembled on Monday, and the
. are particularly requested to make their remittances
-as8 large as possible and thus gave expenses,
als,” and “‘lavishing phrases of adulation on | dren, for which rigid discipline and know
tively irresponsible position. He risks very ter’s aliases, and paraded constantly in ad- members, generally, looked strong and healthy,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
a Being whom, in sober truth, it depicted as liability to pumishment are indispensable as little, even. in person, for little execution yertisements of the most ** moral” tqne. | and gave some signs that it is the intent of the
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
pT until payinent of all arrearagesis made as re- eminently hateful.” " Thése are Stuart Mill's
means. Modern teaching . . is trainig excites little anger. ‘But it takesa braye A majority of these, I ‘notice, were art- majority to proceed to business, and do some=
ired by law.
up a race of men who will be incapable of man to stand in George Jones's plabe, with fully designed to draw out letters, at least, thing as speedily as may be, to relieve thé coun.
exact
words,
and
@ne
almost
shudders
to
Each subscriber 1s particnlarly requésted to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
doing
anything that is disagreeable to a million of dollars anda great newspaper from the young of bath sexes, the vain, the try; if, indeed, it be found jn the power of Conwrite
them.
And
yet
they
are
words
to
‘scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
gress to furnish relief.
;
year, without" further reminder from this oflice.
them,
I. do not then believe that fear,as at stake, and the power to make the most
be weighed and pondered.
They are the
It is proposed to get out of the: way, as soon
gay, the sensual, or the amative, and to all
keéy to his religious position. From a child an elément of education, can be di spensed formidable men gnash their teeth with such as seemed promising for the purpose, as possible, all questions requiring’ legislation, ~
+ NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
his mind was prejudiced and poisoned with with.” One is is surprised “that, holding | ‘mortal pain and rage, by an article, and there is no reason to doubt, secret circulars which partake of a party character. - Hence, the
- Any person who takes a mewspaper regularly
his earliest such opinions, and having such an expert then do it every day, and go on doing it, of an infamous character were assiduously civil rights bill came up almosf immediately, and
ibm the post-oMice—whether directed to hiis name or respect to Christianity. From
strong efforts will be made to pass it. Mr, Butanother’s, or whether he has subirribed or not—is | years, he lookedupon the Bible as the enence, Mill should not see with his penetra- deliberately, persisteptly, year after year,
forwarded.
i
.: 4: VIDE
responsible for the payment.
ler has it it’ charge, and is determined to press
2. Ifa person orders his
paper scouted. he
emyof man’s best interests. He grew up tive inteliect that the existenee of moral amidst the hail of threats and curses and
it to final action with as much celerity as is conmust pay all pe
ol e publisher may con+
evil
is
no
argument
against
the
truth
of
rewith that idea a fixed idea in his mind.
sistent with a fair debate of the ‘measure. As
tinue to Yd it until payMentis made, and collect the
all manner of legal and illegal processes. .
whole amount; whether the paper is, taken fromthe His father took cake that nothing should inligion, and that analogy shows it may, one
I now write, the bill is before~ thé House; and
Bias of thie Week.
However, the Times has won that fig
-2flice or not,
.
|
Alexander
H. Stephens is airing his old and +
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
terfere with the teachinghe bad assiduous- day, admit of a sufficient-and even satis- and can now despise its foes,
It
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or
stale platitudes about state rights,—doctrines
ly instilled intb his son's receptive nature. factory solution.
REDUCING
TBE
ESTIMATES.
|
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
‘made itself so formidabié that it can oe)
that ought to have been, if they are not, explodtacie evidence of intentional fraud.
But Mill’s education, fora philosopher,
“It would have been' wholly inconsistent
The determination. with which several ed long ago. The war taught, us in the loyal
nothing to fear. It is out of al] danger exwas as exclusive and @ctarian as. the eds
4% When Agents receive premiums, no percentage. with my father’s - ideas. of duty,” says Mr.
cept that of abusing its power or wasting congressmen have attacked the report on states a lesson about state rights, as Mr.’ Steon moneys sént for the Star isallowed in addition.
ucation of a priest.
His father, who was it on petty issues. of rivalry.
Mill,
“to
allow
me
to
acquire
impressions
the Department
estimates
is showing phens and other Southern abstractionists hold
a= We send no books out to be sold on ly
part Stoic, part Epicurean, and part Cynie,
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning | eontrary to Mis Convictions and feelings re1 promised to tell you more of the New
good’ results. Already figures are made them, that we ought not soon to forget. The
fact that a man is a citizen under the constituspecting religion.”
“Loyally- devoted” to kept him as secluded from the world and Hampshire. man and his Star Spangled .whereby several
ons may be saved to tion and flag of his country, ought to be his suffihis father, be held these prejadiges which human life as if his home had “cen a sem- Banner that was ove of the objects of my the country, and the work- goes on. The cient protection wherever he may go; intl whatfor training priests of the Romish
his father had given him, as sacred as if inary
evening with Comstock.
Meanwhile, by estimates for the Navy have been cut ever may be his color, previous condition, or
"they were the first principles and axioms: church. Mill sank the boy and. youth in |the way,I learn that Frank ‘Leslie isi ‘breath- down three million in committee, and: §ev- circumstances. This is understood to be a come philosopher; as-a novitiate “does inthe|- ing out threatenings and slaughter (so to eral navy-yard organizations have been plete protection Yn foreign lands, but in respect ~~
of eternal truth; and they clung to him to
priest.
Compte teaches that the moral ‘and
thelast. Thatis to say, in plain English,
speak), on account ‘of my mild allusions to broken up, which might lead to forty per to the invisibility and sacred . character of these
“WEDNESDAY, IANUAY 1,
M, 1874. ‘John. Stuart Mill-knew nothing ot Chris- intellectual “ascendency once exercised by his business. My purpose, at the time, was cent. reduction in force and expense. The rights, so far as persons of African descent are
concerned,
Mr. Stephens would leave the ques“| tianity save from a perverse misrepresenta= priests, must, in time, pass into the hands a limited one,—to oppose the more specious same is true of the other departments. tion of protection to the states, so that when one
of
philosophers.
Tt
would
seem
as
if
the
Euen Song.
tion of it, and never thought it worth while
of his publications for youth, which are by The lavish - appropriations and expendi- of these citizens of Massachusetts, who has a
a
——
i
| to study it for
Jimself. Probing other sub- culture of each were to have elements in so much the more dangerous as they are tures of last year naturally produce this skin not colored like our own, goes into the state
Escaped from the sway of his capable of a more decent circulation than reaction, which it is hoped may prove of Georgia, ke must depend for protection, in ~
The Day is spent, and hath hts will on mee;
| jects to the bottom, he did not even look common.
I and ye Sunn haue run our races,
Mill had *‘yeaps others. For the publisher of the Day's Do- healthful and «abiding.
There is strong the enjoymentof his civil rights as a citizen of
| into this; it was a *‘something which iu no father's rigorous discipline,
1 went ye slower, yet more paces,
of
transition,”
and,
he
says,
he
*‘re-discovfeeling,
however,
against
any
general re- the United States, upon the laws and constitu| way concerned him.” Thére is nothing in |
ings, however, already under indictment
Ffor T decay, not hee.
z
-| tion of Georgia.
Thissstripped of its garniture
ered things known to all the world, which
duction.
| all his autobiography to show that he ever
for its obscenities, to prate of libel in anyand rhetoric, constitutes the warp and woof of
Lord, make my loss up, and sett mee free’
he
had
previously
disbelieved
or
disregard] | gave to the religion or character of Christ,
TWO STATE CONVENTIONS.
thing I have said, or could have said, of
Mr. Stephens’s speech.
He was allowed a full
That I who can not now by day
Ta sober and serious thought. It isa ‘sad ed.” One cannot but wish that, among his publications ,/18 a curious idea, is it not
Look on hi¢ daring brightnes may
The New Hampshire State Republican hour, but “did not convince any one by his logic,
the
things
so
re-discovered,
had
been
the
and painful revelation; it takes from Mr.
For him to invite; by actual proceedings at convention vas held in Concord Wednes- though he tried hard to convince the people that
Shine then more bright than hee.
great truths that the world by wisdom
the negro is notthe equal of a white man.
{
Mil
's
opinions
on
religion
all
value
.whatlaw, a conspicuous exposifion of the iden=
If thou deferr this light, then shadow mee:
day, when General Luther McCuatchins, of
Several other parties took part in the debate,
| ever as the opinions of a philosopher; butit knows.not God, and that He who is the tity of authorship between the infamous
Least that the Night, earth’s gloomy shade
New London, was nominated for Governor and between Mr. Rainy, of S. C. (colored), and
| awakens in the mind a deep sorrow that fountain of al! love and goodness and truth and the specious issues of his office, would
Ffouling her nest, my earth invade:
and Dr. G. P, Conn, of Concord, for rail- Mr. Harris (white), there-were some Sharp re=
As if shades knew not Thee.
«iv
| so fine an intellect and so noble a nature is revealed to us in his Son, in whose teach- be ‘a concession to those who-wish to cur- road commissioner. The platform adopt- ‘torts.
ing is'our highest wisdom and in who

The Worning Str.

should have been shut outby early prejudice from the pare light of divine truth and

But Thou art Light and darknes both togeather:
If that bee dark we ean not see,
The sun is darker than a Tree,
And thou more dark than either.

Yet Thou art not so dark since I know this,
But that my darkness may touch Thine:
And hope, thut may teach it to shine
Since Light Thy darkness is.
.
.

the sweet and blessed

’

O Lett my Soule, whose Keyes 1 mus fel ver
Into the hands of senceles-drea
-Weh know not Phee, suck in thy Feuer

English g

~—@George Herbert.
2
ER —_“§,

.

ndence.

thorough devotion to
afterwards to a worwhose’ utilitarianism,
him a religion; it cul-

“last; in

sheer

idolatry

of

his

cromancer with the spirit of the departed.

mia,

CriLWELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND, 3
:
Dec. 18, 1878.
;

first, in a fearful but
his father; it turned
ship of Bentham,
Mill says, became to

wife, of whom he speaks in terms of extravagant adoration, and with whose memory
he communad when . she was dead as
Numa Pompilius with, Ogeria, or any né-

And-wake wth Thee foreyer. ¥
Sn

religious. sentiment in
It found expression,

He speaks of his father as a ‘‘great center
of light,” and as leaving in a certain force
of mind and character, “no equal among

:

Few books have been issued of late years
leaving a profounder interest than the autibiography’ of John Stuart Mill. Every-

‘men, and

but

one among

speaks of Bentham

creed,

as

women.”

giving

He

to him

a doctrine, .a philosophy;

‘‘a

in ene

body who reads the best literature of our
among the best senses of the word, a re
land has been full of it, Newspapers, mag-ligion.”
Of his wife,after death, he writes,
azines, reviews have-discussed at large its
+1 have sought for such alleviation as my
_ extraordinary nl
even the great
state admitted of by the mode of life which
and interminable
orné case has been
‘most enabled me to feel her still near me.
reomentarily forgoften in the controversies

New

York

Correspondence.

would

to expect.

For

example, it

be of much interest to the respecta-

ble and unsuspecting subscribers for the
Boys’ & Girls’ Weekly, Frank Leslie's 7ilustrated Paper,
, to be assured, under
judicial sanction, whether or not any - part
of the weekly budget which includes their

ao

New York Man. 8, 1874.
"1 said that’ good nature is the dry rot of
character in America, to-day; developed | favorite semsationals, has sometimes been
aotably in the style of dealing with offend- sent back by the American News Company
erg, who, for any reason, have not been ac- itself, as so indecent that they dared not excustomed to feel the rigor of the law; il- puse themselves to the penalties of the law
lustvated notably. in the escape of Genet, by receiving it for distribution. Whether
the

aequittal

of Oakes

Hall,

and

(I may

add) in the strange difficulty of making
any class of purveyors to the passions responsible to Jaw.
’
.AN HOUR WITH ANTHONY COMSTOCK
15 a good tonic for this weak moral nature
which we complacently call good nature.

this repoft be true or not, however, the indictment above referred to, is unquestionable, and might become usefui to the public interest, even in the pigeon holes of the

state's attorney, whereit -slumbers with so-

many niore of the same sort.

:

Pending these possibilities, we may let
the
Leslie papers rest, and turn our .attenI found myself, on ome evening this week,
for some hours, in the radiation of the het, | tion to another versatile publisher, who
relentless wrath that persecutes the corrupt- ||. makes an apparently decent, or rather, an
‘ers of youth, 1 could not but acknowledge ostentatiously virtuous paper, the. medium

.it divine,

and my own more {olerant or le-

nient disposition,

ed eulogized the Republican
domned

the

party,

con-

back.salary bill and, called

for

fuljects,

me, “and lize us had no suspicion how desrandid and honest examination of religion,
we may be permitted to marvel at one or] picable and disgusting to the Holy One was
two points which the aitobiography gon- their easy, negative virtue. The nature of
spicuously discloses. The first fe that a love is intense, if genuine, It can not look

nor how far a great Liberal politician, had
diverged from. orthodox- creeds. But not
£80
with the opinions and confessions of
John Stuart Mill. . He has played a “prominent part in forming thedntellect and shap-

man of his large. gifts should Has
andoned inquiry on the most wondrous of all

ing the thoughts ot the present generation.
" His “Logie,” his “Political Economy,” his’

subjects, man’s relation to eternity, .to the
origin of things and thé origin
o
of morgl ey il.

-

To be content with a humane bit parrow
secularism is not surely a w orthy. thing in
one possessed of a ‘‘larze discourse of reason looking before and after;” and a phi-

text-books
which they

but in fictitious personal names and business firms; but they answer the purpose of
diversilying his villainies as well as possible. The Star Spangled Banner has been
the common advertising medium for them
all.
The first three I shall name, viz:

Hunter & Co., the Union Book, Company,
and the New England, Book Company—are
names under which the miscieant transacted a large business in licentious books,.

- Monday

was

a marked day, as it w itaessed a

struggle, in thé National House of Representatives, of the colored man for the civil rights of

its repeal, protested against the revival of
his race. It wa#¢ the beginning of a new era,
the franking act, welcomed the agricul-’ manifesting; that. higher dignity and. capability
tarists to the councils of the State, depre- of the eoloréd man, showing that he is capable
cated the ‘tendency to special legislation, of defending himself and his people upon the
in any
deplored the prevalence ‘of intemperance ‘Mation’s” forum. If there was any doubt
and heartily commended all efforts for re- mind at the close of Monday’s debate, as to the
and reform.

A

series

of fes-

law, and calling upon the people of the State

to rally in support of the clause. If they do
it will show of what temperance stuff they
are made. A committee from the liquordealers’ convention, which had been held
in Concord the preceding week, tried to

ing day.’

. THE BANKRUPTCY BILL.
The sub-committee of the Senate juditiary committee has agreed upon a bank-

THE

SALARY

BILL.

1 do not like to afflict your readers with

words upon this topic, ‘and I have,

many

therefore,

only to say, that the Senate arc movingin this
matter with some probability that sometime before the expiration of the Forty-third Congress,
this question of reducing the salary may be
reached.
|: Senator Wright, of Towa; who did not return,
his back pay till September last, is now eudeavoring to champion retrenchment aud reform,
and advocates a measure which shall reduce the-

salaYies of all government

employees

who

ceive more than $1000 per

annum

per cent.

10

Such a bill will hardly pass this session.

re-

Of the

reduction of the salary of members and Senators .
it is not safe to predict anything as to time and
amount.
It affords a convenient topic for dis-

rupt bill which the members think will be
acceptable to “the Senate. and House. .It cussion, on such

occasions as may arise when
somebody wants to speak and announce his
makes a suspansion of forty days in the . views
upon retrenchment and reform for the. espayment of paper falling due necessary to [special enlightenment of his constituents.
. MIHE TEXAS PACIFIC RAILROAD.
an act of bankruptcy, instead of fourteen.:|:
.
It reqaires at-least one-fouth of the number
It 18 known that a bill is soon to be presentéd

prints and Implements of the most. disgustto Congress, asking for a government subsidy in _
dispassjonately’ on wrong’; as we all find, ing character. © At the same office were of creditors to unite to secuffe snpniShy || aid of this measure, Of course the bill pledges
proceedings. - In all
compalsory
cases everything z to the government,. the road, its
where our natural affections are concerned. also’ received the correspoydence of the
| there is to be an absolute discharge with-| stocks and its re venues, including the sale of its
| lunds,to the payment of the interest ou its
Comstock -is “a sort of young Elijah, or “Lureka M’f’g Co.” ; * Box 1437; ““Magnet| oat regard to percentage
realized,
Pro- | that the governntent may indsrse, and the bonds
final
John the Baptist, in his line. is mission
ic Watch Co."”; ¢ Monadnock Advertising
payment of the principal.
Has nosevery Fuactie

| ceedings. may be discontinued
by two:
is not only to harry the debauchers With Agency”; ““Ashuelot Sewing Machine Co.” y
Railroad done the same thine, and have the v not
| thirds
of the whole numbor of ¢reditors, {all failed fo meet their oblizations?
I d) not
fire ‘and sword, but to inspire the commu- id Agency”; “Publisher”; ‘“ New bi
|
{think
sur people are in favor of
any furnity with a little of the divine wrath (hat Watch Co.”s ‘J, G., Box 8 43"; “#1. 8, | The.bill ‘provides tor:a compromise ar- ther aid-to railroads upon such giving
conditions as
rangement By a majority of the creditors. || have heretofore heen adopted, and ¥ should say
is needed to tone up morality to a positive,
Book .Co.”; *¢ Union Mf’g Co. ”3 “Ww, y
a vote for Mr. Scott’s bill will bz likely to
and if need be, aggressive determination. King, Box 343"; (Brattleboro’, Vt., P. O.) Phe. bill gives the judges of the Supreme | that
overthrow the member or the Congress that has
to correct abuses the moral hiardihood
to cass it.
;
Yet our John hath not Kis fment of cani- King & C.”; “Vt. Novelty Co.”; ¢ Un. Court enlarged powers
el's hair and raw hide. » You needs not iin- ion Pistdl Co.”; ¢“ Vv. Vinegar Co.”; “ N, in regard to’ fees, and to declare a schedule
REDUCED' ESTIMATES,

"treat. He is an acknowledged authority
on the principles of reasoning, on the rela-tions of the deductive and inductive meth-- ‘losqpher who studies human nature deeply
ods, on the theory of government and per- can scarcely be satisfied that all knowledge
is the: product of expdrience, and allideas
sonal'freéflom, and on wavy social and poof fees to govern in: al! adjudications, and | The-estimates-have
been reduced by thie Liéads
~Hiier al-qutestions: Noone can dony that he of morality -and-all-intetHectuat ‘eonceptions” age -bun-as a man-of-iron-or-of acid His GPE
BW ard =the [ast
is so far retroactive as to apply to all pend- | of {he executive.departments $20,000,000, “This
face
is
as
great
a
contrast
to
one
of
suspiare
born
of
assogiations.
Man's
intuitions
. fills a’large place as a philgsopher aiid pol
seven pretended to be of Brattleboro’,
Vit. ing cises. .»
is
done.
ou
‘the
principle
of strict economy, as it
.
"is claimed, Int it'syspends work on public builds
itician in the minds and thoughts of the _of truth, and duty, and relation to the ut- cious and bitter censoriousness, like Dr, Bvery- one of these, Mr, -Cuinstoek says, in
ingg,
ablest men of eur day. - lis opiliiens in refation to religion, as the opinions of no ordinary man and of a thinker who made it
his. boast that he probed to the bottom of
his theme, tre sure: to be regs ardtd as of
unusual Weigle 0]
W hat then does his auto yiograpiiy reveal
as to his religious position?
It is mot too
much

to say that ‘it shows

what nrust saddens

and grieve lobes of Christian truth, and
what even skeptics can hardly, read without

ia técling of disappeiotment and dgsponden«
cy. For what was-John Stuart Mill -dll his
lite, long in relation to religion ?

Precisely,

|
[
|
|

seén can mot be snuffed out by . logicgl Lgnahan's of Methodist Book Concern fame,
as to oe of any malignant on the other|
analysis or a pain and pleasure philosophy.
A disposition ore geni il and en—Another remarkable
point: is, {hist the side,
chief argument urged by® the elder Mill dearing in ‘the relations of home and con
against religion, and accepted |) yuthe gon mowlite dan 16 be found.
That lightning
as unanswerable, is the existence of*imoral
passion against vice is but the focusof a
vil Yet the autobiography shows. that; oreat; loving mantle that awraps his “home
though perplexing and bewildering to us and frichds’ and reaches to all.mankind.
now, it
nay not alw ays he unsoluble..
In
John the Beloved and Son of Thunder, is
Mr, Mill's own experience, Heht is thrown
{he paradoxical type of my, hero, more
upon this problenr.
When arentioniig: the nearly than the other John whony he resems
death, of Mr. Taylor, whose widow Mr. bles more in his calling.
Stuart Mill atterwards married,
he says:
The panderers (0 vice récognize in him
“It wags granted to me to derive from that as mortal fge.
Foerc is no measured and

sun=dial, mounted on the needle’ pivot, for
a pretense of. Tadic; wing ‘the: hour by the
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TIRE TREASURY

Knows futl well,
DEFICIT.

The coin ittees of Bunkine and Cur reney and
Montreal [of Ways and Means in the House, and Finance

by 50. miles t hat wes :n Bo pston aid
. ‘the skeptic his father taught him tobe when av Ce oen'greatest good.” In a. period
|
3
a
+ in the Senate §are holding daily meatings in ref<n child: ¢X Avag’) brought up,” he says, “of mental depression ke asks hinrse 1f,—¢If
than any other thas exists, and atves it | erence
to what is to be done. to po reliefto our
“fromthe first, without. any. religious be- all yoju objects in life Ww ere realized, and “proved pocket revolver wherever he goes. at Hinsdale (to say nothing: of Brattleboro’) .the control of a grea frei ght and Pas [depleted treasury, A very free
and full conderheld a round, and the endeavor sears
is
tence
lief. Tam thus one of the very few exam-| all the thanges in institutions od opinions
The subject reminds nie to pay
a. just testifies that” Hunter's usual receipts by’ §sen ger tr affic,
"
5
to be to get at sométhing which
ajority will
plesin this country, of one who has not you desire were effected, would this be a tribute to’ George Jones, N. Y. Hh
10 mail were from 200 to’ 400 letters “daily,
| SPANISH ARFAIRS,
dis
Lp approve . Mr. Kelley’s plan,
: or one of kindred
‘naure Jthat is, small intepest bearihig bonds, ap
thrown off religious belief, but never had joy to you!" He answers, No. “The | don’t mean to call it a pious paper, but it is and’. sometimes as high as 800 in a day ! “The new governmen Ju; 4 Spaiiin Wii
‘pears to Tost with favor,
© PHAROS.
Mite

:

ability of a colored man to defend himself, his
race, and the principles of humin liberty on the
olutions were also passed in respect to .the floor of Congress, that doubt was dissipated on
memory of the late Hon. John P. Hale.
‘| Tuesday by the speech of Mr. Elliot, of South
The Democratic State convention met Carolina. Mr: Elliot is quite a young man and
in the same city on the following day, and a pure-blooded African, black as a coal. He
nominated Hon. James A: Weston, of was educated at Cambridge, Ebgland, is, therefore, a man of much culture. : As a represemntaManchester, for Govérnor, and A. W.
tive man of thecolored race he has done that
Sulloway, of Franklin, for railroad com- people signal service, and his telling speech will
missioner.
Besides
the usual resolutions do much to elevate the colored masses and help
adopted, there was one declaring in favor of largely to remove and obliterate au old and
a license in place of the present prohibitory | wicked prejudice.

trenchme:t

by just so much

Di. Johnson, it was said, loved a good
hater. Iam impre
d that a greater than
Dr. Jphnson is ey
., in this category
life.”
:
x
—one who described himself, in the strong
But though from his ows confessions. we | imagery of the Revelations, as nauseated
can not accept his sképticism as his own ‘by the tepid, nice people of Laodicea, They
deliberate and unbiassed judgment after & were good-natured people, like you and

known than disregarded. .The world did
not think it of much importance what a

and classics on the subjects

Goapsy.

me a religion, and her approbation the
standard by which, sutoming up as it dees
all worthiness, I endeavor to reguiite my

terest should be felt in the revelations Mr.
Mill gives of his own early cplture, mental development and inner life. The “skepticism of the Duke of Somerset and the arianism of Lord Russell were no sooner

“Liberty” are standard worksy

Tuomas

tl pee em

tos valuable

of an assortment of villainies suitable fora
chapter in the curiosities of erime.
get the.same license clause inserted. in he
alien
|
. . My objects in life sre solely those
Republican
platform, but, failing, success:
The
aliases
of
Henry
E.
Hunter,
of
Hinsfrom a holy God, whose hate of evil must
which were hers.
.
‘Her memory is to, "b e the infinite counter-part of. infinite love, dale, N. H., are not in newspaper titles, “fully besieged the Democrats on the follow-

occasioned by this remarkable book. Nor
is it a matter of surprise that so much in-

noble Duke thought on religious

tail the circulation of the latter, altogether

truest life.

life of -divine grace.

There was a large
Stuart Mill's heart.

minated, at

grace our
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Tervignbmprog® with the" ‘character

sme:

-

the hopqged servant js assured andstrength-

carried bi

to the ji
ig dor

and

dissect

¥ I had

the privilege of hearing professors lecture,
sseeing them

limbs

before the

ened by the promises pf God's. efficient |
Jolass. © While with my uncle, I cut my finworking through him:
hs
ger
severely with - a rotsehopping instropron?
.
ment, that always left its mark.” = Let thé
« No Brahmin en- |

in accord with eastern ideas. The custom
prevailed of taking off the shoe when. holy
:

be

Exopus3: 1-10,

or to go derth on ify beveficentamission,

shown from the next verse, .
5. The command to take off his shod was

PROF. J. A. HOWE,
N

for
i

to teach his word to a Sabbath school class,

this sight, and Jas not awed by it, may be

18.

THE CALL OF MOSES.

"S

of

..

places werd
‘ters a pagoda;

tered:
no Moslem a mosque, Ww ith- |

out first taking off, at least, his overshoes.” |
When entering

~ Communications.

reader bear in mind these little mishaps of
Bartholomew's; for they increage upon him
as boyhood adv ances; and we never knew a
masrawhose pliysical sufferings” were equal,
ang it -is strange to say that he should Jiye

holy places the, Arabs aad |

Prof. B. vy an Dame,
ne Cor pEN TEXT: — And when the’ Lord saw Samaritans take off their sandals, lest they + i
that he turned aside to seey, God called | should, de le,- with dust. or dirt, those sabg, SG
1
3
»
wnto him out of the midst of the bushs cred spots. We raise our hats on entering
nt is proper. for the preseiit WHEY to eSplin. through them all,
. The ¢ hild mind opens early lo the Ha
and sad, Moses, Moses, and he said, the house of God and remain tncovered | —W hich he will af oned do “in a very few lines.
herd am 1
there, not lest we should pollute, but lest Bro. Vin Dame, one of our ministers, well ments of ambition, ‘He wants to go to
‘wé fail in respect for, the sanctuary.
NOTES AND
- BE

HINTS.
”.

,. Moses is a fugitive ‘shephepd
*+= % jan, not a prince’

in

the elegant

‘bush and its immediaté

in" Midcourt. of |

vicinity were

That
sanc-

tified by the special revelation of God, and
for

the same reasons that made necessary

| special preparitions for the priest, in: order
Pharaoh. For killing an Egyptian who.
to enter the Holy of Holies in the temple.
was diarreNing with a Hebrew, he was ex- Moses way now required to take off his
posed to: the
judgment of the king, and]
Thushe would
be taught caution
fled for it
Midian. Here he was shoes.
and
reverence
before
God,
The place
. married to a daughter of a Midian priest,
wheréon he stood was “holy ground” be‘Andhieve; foi

forty

years, in the service of

known in this section, digd irin

!

quasts. -

Mis ear is never weary of - our
x

res Diquoty” Tocluding

will,

reads = I bequeath: to ‘Elder Porter 8, Buir‘bank, now of Danville, N. H., my black leather
covered trunk, No. 18, with all the manuscripts
and books it contains,” ang adds that the recelyer is at liberty to prepare as much for the press

as he shall judge the best to dos Qpen’ng “Trunk
No. 13,” I find it to contain all his “manuscripts
(and a few books. as
(pementoes), Yoinprising, a
daily journal kept for#40 years, varioud essays,

leetuves, plans of sermons, - commentaries, &e.¢
father-in-law, he \tended sheep. Quite cause of .a holy ‘Presence ‘there, not. he&e.; in abundance, and amount sufficient, if all
cause
the
scil
or
its
products
differed
from
= contrast his early condition as a son of
those of other places. The church is holy, were printed, to make ten or a dozen good sized
Pharaoh presents to his condition now. In
octavoes; they ure chiefly written in a very
and all consecratedap aces, only inthe same + small, fine liand, difficult to read except by broad
the fields. of Midian he meditated, prayed,
daylight. Tn his volume, open befoPegue pour hi
labored andestudied, fitting himself for the sense,”
|’ 6 .
of
. That: it was not the angel, Lut God eniploys 20. full pages to give the *‘contén
great ‘career to which he was hastening.
its 24 chapters; and others are still larger.
Pini
who
spoke
to
Moses,
is
evident
The name of his father-in-law was Jethro

\ was

inducedto

Oh, no! “Come unto me, nod 1: will he slid into (he embraces cof that helper
give you rest? “Your sorrow shall. be of the rebels, Buchanan, “He once lectured’
turned into joy." Ob, aching, breaking’ in Chicngo {o aclass of red nosed bloats.
hearts, come

to

Christ,

the

fountain

fullness of all needed blessing, and

.

and

J

dah

iW.

B. H,

satisfy

youp yearning, longing, thirsting souls, by
accepting all he has promised, with-“childlike faith, waiting patiently tiil the ‘‘neéd

be" of safféring is past; then shall

“your

gorroW-be turned into joy" even in this
life, and the - exiiltant heart sing the new
| Song of perfect pedbe, perfect trust, per‘feet love, giving all praise to him who - has
Nottingham, N. H., ‘sea.
*‘In’this city I frequently saw nayal redeemed. us with his own: precious blood,
The-23d item in his officers in uniform, "which: delighted me’ so and crowned
us ‘*sons and daughters,” and

April 8, 1872, aged 64 yoars.
long and very péculiar ‘and ‘extraordinary

ne,

‘defend,by speeclhand the press;this god,and

”

For What Are We Liboring?
Itis well svonsidually to stop and inquire
Linto the - —_—

which

stir us

to

action,

And may, not this. apply to churches tand
denominations as well as to individuals? i
For what are we as a_denomination Inbor- i
ing ?* Ave we moved by a sense of the lost
and perishipg condition of sinners; or may
‘*heirs”, to all'the wealth of Heayen, where there be danger that a desire to «increase
much that I wished to go to sea, and beour influence as a denomination may be in
sqrraw
shall flee away forever!
come a sea captain.
My parents were’
| part
the object for which
we labor?
’
ANNE 8. Duprey.
consulted, “and means undertaken to put :
It is undoubtedly the. duty of every one

me in a position to become acquainted with
‘a ged-faring life.” But little chatces for

education the three years of.abiding with
his uncle.’
:
Thig chapter of the fature Professor's |

childhood experiences shall close with one

Ne w York, Dee, 11,1873,

A Pleasant
.

»

Lr

who would be on the Lord's. side, 40 unite. ._

Dug.

O—

wet
-

.In place of coming directly home *from

himself with that denomination” which he
believes to be the. nearest right in doctrine
‘and usage, and to teach and preach what ’
he believes to be tenth ; and if his labors arc

Jellasore, .we made a detour and visited blessed to the conversion of sinners, they
other topic just in Van Dame's own word#.
Babukhan, the village where lives Katibag, will be very likely to unite with phe same,”
“From my earliest childhood I have listenone of our Native. Christians, Before and there is certainly ‘no harm in rejoicing
$d to frightful ghost stories, both hee and
I was metby several that tiuth and righta 1e prevailing and cur
in my native country, so-affecting me that réaching the place
’
of the villagers, who appeared to be: both borders - enlarged.
when I was fourteen years old, I'could not
In a late number of the Star a writer
glad
and
grateful
to
sce
me,
and
in
the
be persuaded to go out of dooi's alone after
gives an “account of the work of a brother
dark, for scarcely any sum; and though I village my reception . was very cordial.
In
such
a
maze
and
abundance
of
manuscripts,
from this verse.
“I am the God of thy
Such a welcome réally has something in organizing churches at the South, and
Reuel, or Reuel Jethro. Ex: 2: 18. Reuel
‘what could be done, to carry out this item of the am pow fifty-two years old. (1860); and
father,” that is, of thy. forefathers whose
pleasant and cheering iin it, especially to asks as « contributionto that work” any of
fulfilled,
are
items
other
the
all
is also called Raguel. Nu. 10:-29. In pro-|
dear man’s will,as
0 names follow. . It does not mean
that Am-’ by his excellent executonf “After counsel had, have no faith in these things, I ean not help one who has lived and labored ' for years our denpminational literature. That is all
viding for his flock Moses led them *‘ to
[ram was a devout worshiper of God, but it is concluded; that a nfinister so beloved, a_ thinking about and beipg affected by them. among an ungrateful people.
right ; €xtenda knowledge of our ‘denomithe back side of the desert,” that is, Foros}
that the fathers .of the Hebrew race were teacher for long years so eminent, and having The thoughts of suchArightful stories still
nation
; but do we not too often speak ef
I
was
a
little,
disappointed
at
not
finding
the desert unto the pastures of Horeb. |
linger about me.
Kor breakfast, dinher,:
still a multityde of alumni that revere him most
worshipers of God.
Tle singular number
our cause, when it should Le the canse of :
Katib
ag
at
home,
but
soon
felt
rather
glad
“For in this, the most elevated ground of |
and Supper. | a gh sh aw itch; a hobgobsacredly, it is most fitting that, at least, several
is nsed in order to designate each patriarch
aan otherwise, as his absence gavemea. Christ ?
the peninsula, you find the most Px rtile valchapters in his life should be prepared and.ap- lin.”
.
as the father of the Jews, since. each had
A short time since, I'was ollie an ae
r pretext for accepting the generous,
pear
in
the
Morning
Star,
commemorative
of
léys, in whieh even fruit trees grow.” = Ho|
sing]
eived the
promise of God. The ope of the bist scholars and most suceessful
proffered hospitality of a well-to-do neigh- count of a successful missionary work in
* rebland Sinai are interchangeable names, in | ingly Jevely
P
of G
The Name Jesus.
Egyptian training of Moses was in the di- teachers in the F, Baptist denomination. -—
bor of his; where both old and young gath- awity, those engaged in it being moved by
Scripture, for the same mountaib.
As yet,
rection of the paggan religion. He knew,
—
P. 8. B.
:
}
a sense of the desliitute and perishing ' conered
arqund eager. to hear.
nothing had occurred ‘to signalize it, and
So. Parsonsfield, Dec. 10, 1873.1
however, that he was of Hebrew extraction,
How significant are. the Beit historie
I had repeatedly been invited here, to dition of those in that part of the city. Ia
make it memorable as ‘‘the mount of God.”
and that the religion of the Israelites was |:
names of man’s religions history! Thoth
start a school ; the people seem united,in this the same city we attempted to establish a
CHAPTER I
~ it receives this appellation here by antici‘unlike that of their masters.
This anamong the ancient people of the Nile. va
Do the
pation; still, when this book was written,
zeal
fora school; and a school, too, under F. Baptist interest, and failed.
nouncement, ** I am the God of thy father, YIfS CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOLLAND. ley, ‘meant wisdom,
just? ice, perfectiof,
words, “Fhese ought ye to have done and
the mount was called, by virtue of what it
a
Christian
teacher.
The
village
is
happily
Bartholomew
Van Dame *‘was born and at length became personified as t
the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac,
1 without either priests or temples, and the fot to leave the other undone, apply to us?
had witnessed, ¢ the mount of God”
This
June 21st, 1807, in the village of Arlan- founder of their civilizgtion. It evident
and’
the
God
of
Jpe#h,”
placed
Moset,
by
Let our ohject be the glory of God in the
people stoutly disclaim faith in the gods,’
< title was not, however, confined to any one
divine appointmerit, among the Hebrews, deerven, in Holland, Europe. My father's is_related to’ the Hebrew Thummim, ode
I was interested fo find that our Bro. salvation of sinners, the conversion of the
peak, but was given to the central group
as oné of them. He heard with awe these name was Albert Van Damn,and my moth- of the sacred names on the breast- -plate of Katibag
world to Christ.
In this way shall ous
enjoyed a go re
of mountains, in the southern part of the
oe at home,
words, and a feéling of natural reverence er’s, before marriage, was Kate de Vose. the high priest, signifying fullness or per- His enthusiasm
dedfominational
interekts
be best promoted;
for
peujnsula formed by two arms of the Red
propagatidn has never
prompted him to bow Wefore God and hide At'a very early period ofmy lite I was giv- fection, just as Orim signifies light, from appeared
to be large, and still his neigh- and we be acknowledged as *‘laborers toSea, ‘one’ of which is the gulf of Suez, the
his face.
He was afraid to look upon en to the care of my grandparents, with aur, the East, the point~ where the sun risVesta!
other the gulf of Akabar.
bors seemed well aware that they must gether with God.”
God,” that is, to stand and gaze on, the whom I lived till I was nine years of age. es,—where
the aurora or dawn appears. abandon idolatry and Jead moral
Chester, Dec. 13.
2. ** And the angel of the Lord appeared
lives in
Iwas. the oldest of the family, and I left {In Hermes, the Greek form of Thoth, we
-order to be_saved. Theirs is rathera neganto him’in a flaiie of five out of the midst | ‘manifestation of God's glory “from which.
two
brothersand
two
sisters
when
I
came
him came. God
detect the same idea; for that word is only
of
a bush; and he looked, and. behold, || the voice that addressed
At the
to America.”
I shall quote the Professor's a modification of Ormus, the Orient. Moses ative faith, it must be confessed,
The Religion W © : Want.
the bush burned with -fire, and the bus] is invisible to thg natural eye. 1. Kings
sare {ime they appear to be open to conown words fully and always, when it can is suggestive of deliverance; for it is Mousj19:
12;
1.
Tim.
:
16.
The
feelings
ex—t——
was not consumed.” This does not mean
viction and desirous fo learn. One old
be done.
He was, at t his time, under 12
hibited
by
Moses
became:
him
then,
for
We
want
a
religion
that bears heavily,
‘es,
saved
from
the
water,
that
is,
§
from
the
that any angel was visible-in the flame of
man in particular listened attentively and
years of age, and as he could-not write till
Nile. Abram is simply Ab-ram, patriarch, apoeared very much in earnest as he said not only on *‘the exceeding sinfulness of sin,”
fire. The appearing of the fire in the bush, | ignorance alone is prosimpi ons before
a long while later, and did not commence
or chief father, as teing the prince of the in substance,
while it did not consume the bush, was the | God.
n, and 1 but on the exceeding rascality of lying and
“My race is
his daily journal till 1835, he must rely
stealing. A religion that banishes small
7.
‘“
And
the
Lord
said,
1
hie
surely
Hebrew
[athers,
the
founder
of
the
Israelite
sign of ‘a heavenly presence there,
-That |{
wish to know how I may be ave
7
mainly on his memory" (good as any other
measures from the counters, small baskels
blazing bush. denoted just what the pillar 3%seen the affliction of my people which are man’s) for the facts and impressions of the branch of the Semitic stock. And when his
v3; We lookéd out a site for the schoolfrom
the stalls, pebbles from the cotton-in
Egypt,
and
have
heard
their
cry
by
reaname is changed to Adb-ra-ham, it [imports house, measured and staked out the ground,
of fire to the host of Israel denoted.
It|
earlier ehapters in his life.
| father of the multitude, as befitting him and the villagers promise to erect the house bags, clay from the paper, sand frdm the
- was the evidence of God’s presencze. He | son of their taskmasters.” The speech of
One perceives
a bit of change in his name,
who was * the father of the believing, and at their own expense provided a teacher is sugar, chickory from coffee, alum from the
was manifested, or he appeared to Moses || creatures of sense is often transferred to
He
shall
put
us
right
in
Lis
own
way.
bread, and water from the milkcans.
The
God,
in
the
Scriptures,
that when he adthe friend of God.”
in this way. All that Moses saw was this]
furnished them.. The location is central,
“After baving
been many years in the
religion
that
is
to
save
the
world
will
not
dresses
them
they
may
understand
his
Israel,
‘too,
is
a
commemorative
name.
illumined bush,burning with intense bright- |
and the prospect is encouraging for a good
I changed my name from’
put all the big strawberries-at the top, and
le portrays to them his feel- United States,
It was given to him as the wrestler with the school.
ness, but not consumed by the fire.
At-| | meaning.
the above rotigh sound (Van Damn) to the
asl the little ones at the bottom. It will
Jehovah— Angel; for it means
‘struggler
tracted to the shot where the wonder ap-1 ings, ias this: only ‘intelligible way, -and
These people have been sorely oppressmore
smooth and Americanized one of Bar- with God. Jesus is the Hebrew Yesknu in
not make one-half a pair of shoes of good
they
know
of
the
Sympathy
of
their
God.
peared, Moses studied it with awe. He |
ed by this Zenunday (landlord), and as1
tholomew
“Van
Dame.”
He
found
both
leather,
so that ‘the ‘first shall redound to
the Greek form, from the; Hebrew verb yusknew not how near he steod to God.
The | Here God is said to see affliction, and to
have Leen alle to aid thei a little jn bringnames
indeed
here,
but
elected
-to
make
the
maker's
credit, and the second to his
hu,
Asave,
resodoyreil
jeem.
How
appropribush, so called, was properly a bramble | “ hear their cry,” as though God was posing their grievances to the notice of the authis change;
and, in justification, adds,
cash. It will not put Jouvin’s stamp on
ate is
this word to indicate his office as the thorities; this circumstan
bush.
It did not consume,
becsuse Gud sessed of eyes and ears. Every. aman unce doubtless had its
“Com. Paul Jones's original name was Paul, Saviour of tliose who have gone astray, as
Jenkins's kid gloves;or make Paris bonrestrairie’] the flames" that the sight might | derstands, at once, the ‘meaning of such
influence on the character of my welcome.
and
he
put
the-Jones
{o
it.—Burns's
eriginal
nets in the back room of a Boston milliner
speech,
and
is
taught
to
believe
that
God
the
Redeemer
of
those
wha
are
ready
to
‘de made wonderful; or, perhaps the fire
So, like home-cousins however, they almost
God name was Burnett.—James K. Polk was perish! * Thou shalt call hig name Jesus,” bored me ivith their entreaties *hat Iremain shop; nor let a piece of velvet that profes[3
may have been like the Shekinah, an ex- | attends to the wants of his people.
Pollock ; and Robert Barkley, was Berk- said the angel, ¢ for he chalk save his peoges to measure twelve yards come to an
- seeding brightness, without, any quality of | bad heard the groanings of the oppressed, ley.” ?
all night, expressing the wish to “hear
:
untimely end in the tenth, nor a spool of
ple
from
their
sins.”
had
known
the
wholé
history
and
state
of
feat. It was the failure of the bush to’
more -during the evening. I was sorry
Bartholomew's early
opportunities
for
sewing silk that vouches for twenty yards
There is salvation in that ‘nam,
In that
The cry here mentioned
consume that astonished the fugitivee shep- | | Jewish bondage.
to refuse them, although duty called home
schooling
were
poor.
While
living
with
*
[be
nipped in the bud at fourteen and a
name,
no
less
than
in
that
sign,
the
Cross,
herd and drew him before it in -woOTider..| is not to be interpreted as a prayer to God,
his grandparents;he remembers attending —we conquer. There is no other name giv- There being no boat at hand, when I was balf; nor all-wool delaines and all-linen
|but
as
the
‘wail
of
the
Hebrews,
whieh,
|
» Some writers have entertained themselves |
school ard paying regularly a monthly tui- en under heaven whéreby we can be saved. leaving, four men took me up bodily and handkerchiefs be amalgamated with clan- * nd their readers by regarding this as an like smoke from the fire, had involuntarily tion.
Their village was surtounded by, In his name,—the adored apd sacred name waded the _river with me in water up to destine cotton ; nor coats made of old rags
their waists! They had a pretty heavy tug,
_3llegorical, or emblematical Scene, and ascended to the skies. - This cry of the op- ‘water,—and
he adds, *‘I have frequently
pressed together be sold to the unsuspect-’
"have let free their fancy in the interpreta- pressed is the accumulated result of many gone to'school in a boat,” —but so meager JEsus,—the, Apostles were to do all their but went through with fine spirits, laughing
ing public for real broad-cloth.. It does
tion of the emblem. The bush represents, cries. It is the aggregate of the: sighs, were his chances in’ this direction, that at wonderful works ; and to that name, above and joking, thinking’ it good sport. I hope
not
put bricks at five doilars a thousand
every
name
of
man
or
angel,
every
tongue
to visit the place again, and may the Lord
they say, Israel burned by oppression
but, tears and groans wrung by the task-mas- | 9 years, he could read a very. little, but
into
chimneys it contracts to build with
shall
confess,
every.
knee
shall
bow.
It
ters
from
the
Hebrews
blended
in
~one
apnot consumed, beeanse God is in the midst
the good seéd sown !
could noi write, It was by assiduous study represents the most intimate alliance with. bless
seven dollar material ; nor smuggle white
of bis people; or, the present condition‘of peal to heaven.
that after years repaired the losses in Shild- God. It marks the birth of anew era, It
THE CROPS, pine into floors that have paid for hard
Israel is to be seen typified by the burning
8. Hence, God says, “Iam come down hood.
‘During a ride of fourteen miles I had pine; por leave yawning cracks in. closstand§
for
a
character
whicly
is
the
express
bush, because the Jews have been, for cen- to deliver them out of the hand of the
In his childhood he had great reverence
ets where boards ought. to join; mor daub
turies, undér consuming fires, and have Kgyptians.”” This language is borrowed for religion and ministers, and impressions model for all mankind. It commemorates a good opportunity to survey the crops.
On low land and near streams and tanks, the ceilings that ought to be smogthly
dhe
sublimest
sacrifice
ever
laid
on
the
altar
survived them all; but reason or Seript- from the speech of men and applied to God. thus early made, lasted a lifetime. ‘The
where the fields have ‘been irrigated, there plastered ; nor make window blinds of slats
are gives no warrant for this range of God comes down to us because we locate meeting I attended ‘with my grandmother of our redemption from .wrong-doing; and
will be a pretty good harvest, but on up- that can not stand the wind, and paint that
all
the
fruits
of
the
Spirit
grow
in
that
Tree
fancy through Bie simple narratite of the him, ond lpeate him ‘in the skies above us. was of the Calyinistic Baptist order; The
land the prospect is gloomy enough. In can not stand the sun, nd. fastenings that
of
Life.
How
significant
is
that
name.
In
word...
Y
The meaning is, God will display on earth, dress of the mimster was peculiar; gspecialfine, aside from all the passages in the Old many places the crop is a complete failure, may be looked at but on no account touchThis verse describes the effect of this among men, in Egypt, his personal power.. ly the three-cornered “hat which no one ‘Testament which * looked forward to ‘the especially the late sowed fields, where it ed.
Le
The religion that is going to sanctify
wonderful revelation of God's presence on He "will not only deliver from oppressi
else wore; so that we always knew ‘him Messiah, as the crown of the wisest of the will scarcely pay for cutting. Through the world, pays.its debts. It does not conMoses. It shows\the action’.of his mind but will * lead forth his people like a flock,” "by his hat. We were all taught to bow to world’s pre- Cristian teachers, and all the district there will be’ perhaps
a little sider that forty cents returnéd from one
» under ‘the influence of the sight. His curis out of Goshen, into “a good Jad and a him as he passed tis in'the street. T attrib-| those of the New which inyest him with more than half the usual crop. Such an hundred cents given, is according to the
osity led him to the place where he would, Aarge, ? « flowing with milk and honey.” ute my large “organ of reverence very, supremacy, and
designate. him as the afflietion, for a people like the Hindus, pro- gospel, though it may be according to law.
am the end, hear the voice of God.’ To ap- The epithet“ good,” was applied to the much to this early. habit, 'as well as to my “ Light.of
the Avorld,” we find in the fault- verbial for living from hand to mouth, wjll It looks on a-man who has failed in" trade,
peal to the ‘natural. curiosity of nen, in om land to denote its fertility and healthinl-’ subsequent cultivation of it.”
less example which he leflus a proof that be a sore calamity indeed. Our friends and who continues’te live in. luxury, as a
der to draw them “to the place where the ness, It was unto a *“ large land” compar- |. Skating in the winter season was very be enjoys the glory of this, pre-eminence may. well prepare to aid in the sapport thief.— The Christian.
"
Attempts much in vogue, the young of both sexes en- I
word of "God is taught and studied; is wise ed with that they now occupied.
and ‘education ‘of orphans.
The call is
by te will of God.
L. W. MANNING.
and: prudent, and Sabbath schools ‘should have been made, in modern ‘times, to dis- gaging in it, sometimes, by large parties;
pretty sure to come.
justify all healthful epdeavgrs of their” of-|. arage the productiveness of Canaan, but ~—“tents at various points on the ice, at
. By Faith,
.
.
The advantage ‘of our. irrigation dam
ficers to attract attendants.
The Promise of Joy.
God attracted though it is. now in a desolate Soil ion, which they could refresh themselves with’
and ‘canal is very ‘manifest in a season
Moses by an appeal to his curiosity. He
‘| cake and coffee. To see a Hollander that |
like {he present. It is estimatell that not © O John the Baptist | man of the old
said, ‘ I will now turn aside and see this thrift, yet careful study of the soil, oy trav- can neither skate nor smoke,
would be
“Your sorrow shall be turned into Joy}
lesythan twelve hundred acres are water-' covenant! thou didst. expect a glorious
his

great sight, why the bush is not burnt,” elers and resident, missionaries, has abund- quite a miracle, but. I never could do ei4, “And when the Lord saw that he antly confirmed the statement of this verse “ther.” On oné such occasion, he fell, cut

\ pied aside to see,God called unto him out concerning | the natural fertility of the promthe midst of the bush.” Two names of ised lard.
she—Divine Being ace here introduced; as
9,.10. Agaip God declares that he has
“though they applied to. different persons. determined to relieve his distressed, people,|
Hener, some refer the term, “Lord,” to the

“ angel” mentioned before in this lesson.
ft Tie angel of Jehovah” is sometimes
spoken of in the Old Testament as Jehovah,
at which times Christ isis supposed to be the
j angel
meant, Instead of the word, Lord,.
Ly in this. verse, the Hebrew has Jehovah, so
Tu \Uthe verse really reads, * When Jehovih
aw that he turned aside to. see, God called

anto him.”

declares it this second time that he may:
prepare: Moses
pected

to hear: what wouldbe ex--

of him in this work.

¢¢ Come now, :

therefore, and I will send thee unto Phara-

ob, that thou mayest bring forth my people,
‘the children of Israel, out of} Egypt.” The
Pharaoh

whose

daughter

‘adopted

Moses,

was long since dead, and all danger to
Moses for his offense was outlived. Moses

No necessity exists for ‘tefer- was selected of God for this distinguished

xing the name, Jehovah,

back to the

position, ‘rather than any of the oppressed,
both names, and should, ‘because of his training and ability, which
as spoken’ of ‘God. From ‘the hush info eminently fitted him to be a leader in this

We may.

regard

an gel.

which, Moses gazed, out of the ddzzling great undertaking.’ God chooses

Of all the words of Jesus, none come ‘to

ed [rom

@ahé®Sanlipore irrigation dam this Messiah, and thoutcouldst not see that his
works of love announced “him better than

us with sweeter comfort than this precious year, an At is believed that avith due arhimself somehow, bled “‘profusely”—*‘the promise.
How full of ténderness,; sym- TAngements double | the amount. of. land
sear of that fall [ still bear.”
pathy and love! He was acquainted with might be, supplied With water from the
When nearly eight -years old, he saw the grief, and carried our sorrows; and knew same source. The tall, heavy- headed, wavgreat Napoleon, with officers and ‘part of full well our need, *‘Oh, how my heart, ing grain on the watered land tells its
his army, enter this village, which. strongly aches,” says$the . wife. and mother 528 she own story beside the dry and ‘parched
impressed his'chld mind.
+I very well re. sees her husband stricken down by. death:
fields; ‘When will these Hindus. learn
member that we had to take a few, On in the strength of manhood, or her children
wisdom, with reference either ‘to this life
the next day I beheld thousands, if seemed; dying likeMowers, touched by an untime- or that ‘which is.to come? Hinduisni,is a
passing through the village on foof ind Jy frost. ‘Oh, how my heart aches,” sa
say | curse, and only a curse, both here and herehorse, headed by officers, and among “(he | the parents, whose gray hairs are coming | “after, Tt is. emphatically “the” Gospel of]
rest Bonaparte was pointed out to me.” down with sorrow to the grave, for sons Christ which emancipates. men, physicalThe child mind aeyer forgets. such impres- and daughters astray ! **Oh, how my - heart Jyy-mentally-and morally.
LP
sions.
‘| achies,” say the orphaned ones, -and the
_ Santipore, Oct. 80,1873.
Another spectacle "presents the custom ‘worse than orphaned ones, whose fathers
of the rich Hollander at weddings. . The, are led captive by the wine cup! Oh, how
marriage was at the close of the forenoon | my heart aches,” say those whose earthly.
Rev. J. S. Lovejoy." ”»

services at church.

“Rygebride and bride-

treasures are gone in a moment,

the. hard

miracle or visible majesty! If this be true,
my friends," why ask for miracles ? It is by
faith. we must walk, not by’ sight, No;
God will not open the heavens; no signs

will be given to this
‘other-than the cross.

unbelieving geperation
And: he’ whom

the

cross-does not touch, who passes before
. it.
without reading there the presence of God
and his ‘infinite mercy, would not be touched though one rose from the dead
‘stood before him. Do not ask God

and
for

these visible sigris of his intervention, ‘you
who already believe ; for it would be saying ineffect that a miracle attests better the |

presence of God than does the . most striking proofhe has ever given of his love. Tt

would be saying that for you there is something more conyincing and decisive than
by unfaithful stewards; or in- ashes! “Oh, z This 1man, brother to)
Owen and “Elijah the wonderful sacrifice
of Calvary, that abyss '
ture, tor that work. Thus Paul was called ‘ers, appointed for the purpose, bear edchi-a how my heart aches,” says the world, growLovejoy (the Tast an anti-slavery martyr at of love, over whose brink the: angels bend ;
to he an apostle to the Gentiles. Moses tray filled ‘with sugar plums, raisins, flowing in bondage to sin and suffering!
Alton, 111, Nov. 7, '37), was one of our firm- for never in the splendor of heaven, in the
|veceived —his—cal “with consternation. —He Hers;
and swiall pieces of money ; these they
|
Above the wail ot anguish, -Lomes this est temperance and anti-slavery lecturers, home of infinite glory, have they seen aught
“himself ils on wopfls, may "be m sterious.
shrank from it, thus giving evidence that he throw at the married couple, which ‘are
¥ hidden from ourexeés, but that ‘he could
voice from heayen, to all ‘these aching But in Buchanan’s Administration we ‘find | greater or. more sublime,
had some qualifications for it. The prom-. scrambled up by the poor as fast as posi
»
speak to us is less to be deniéd than that he ise. ¢f
hearts,
who will look to Calvary’s Cross, him holding an office in the Boston custom
God preceded and followed the call. -ble,. lending. much lon. and. amasemont to
house, ad
believer in slavery, having
eould give the power of speech to us, as a
| like a healing
balm, and sweeter than
“the occasion.” ©
Romer 5 »
Make. thy recreation servant to’o thy ii
natural endowment. The voice that came It was God who was, to emancipate the
angel's song, “Your
sorrow
shall be edited an, anti-temperance paper,
This.
children of. Israel.
“
“VWhen'I
was
about
nine
years
old, my’
froth the bush foust not, be considered: a8 100
turned into. joy I" Ob, {urn you to this. was the inclined plané upon which he slid. | ness; lest thou become slave to thy recrea1 father came
é
after’ me, ‘and I rode’ with him stronghold, ye prisoners of hope! The
[le became pastor of an anti-slavery church tion,; when thou goestup into the-mountain
awful ‘and,yg
id we framea voice f
1
to
thé
city
of
Amsterdam. = Next ‘day took night may seem tong, but the MorRing | near-Bogton; whose members were mostly leave
~befta which ones ought 16 be Trightened, |
this seryant fn the valley; when thou
a canal boat, 20 “miles, for - Alkmaer, In, cometh ! The sex may=be tough,
we
reply shogys “that the voice was agent of that power.
but our. rich wine ‘merchants, His lecturing. tours goest to the city, leave hin in the suoavse
To whatever work this city, T' Iived with au uncle of rine, Father’ s hand is on the helm. The. dark- | had not enriched binr., And when
a ‘law and remember . the | servant must ‘not: be |
ng.in, its bes, Hw ‘Moser was not, God tends, Whe to’ preach’
his’ truth, or nearly thie vénfs He was
w
a kindof doc- ness and light are alike to Dim," Fé careth Was tobe voted on, touching: ‘the safe
3
erat
wad
i
of greatér than his master. Quarles. .
i
MA i
a
3H Tw
ang 1
i
"
i
.
»

sdiiter oi brightnese, Fisre éame

for his

groom walk from church to their dwelling,

a voice work, ‘those who’ have. adaptation, by na- and crowds follow in the procession;’ wait-

earnings of years, it: may be, squandered |
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| God for these prisons, Whe can read the:
But thus“Lord,
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Jesus,
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sight.”
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Xlany persons and
wish | out. If each of our subscribers will send | I. aid, single copy, 10i cents; dozen copies, $1.10;
things werk together for good to them that rest fron: the many laborsof preaching for any thing. There can be nothing very a fair supply of them, if theyfamilies
00 copies, $8.15. At the office. or by express,
can be had on but a single name with his ewn,—and
‘love God. Such pnd J promises are al- which his imprisonment furnished, and for terrible before us if he be with us. Live
dozen copies, 96 cents; 100 copies, $7.00.—Send the
without
paying
the rather high prices charg- that is a small thing, —the result would be orders to this office.
ways, howevery'to
be taken with some lim- | the words of inspiration-which they gave | nearer to him! Love him more! Trust him
itations, and before we appropriate their the opportunity of writing ! His. sermons wholly! Praise and magnify him forever! ed at the store§ where they are bought
comfort,

we

must

notice

the vestrictions

which are to be understood. One of these
in this passage is expressed, for it is only
to them that loye God that the assurance is
given that all things shall work for good.
Are we to conclude, then, that God cares
not for the wicked, and that his providential

arrangements have no respect to their benefit ? By no means. When God cuts down
the child of ungodly parents, he means it

for their good, and it often leads to their

died with his generation ; his prison utterances preach to all ages. Fo the ('kristian,
halting amid the cdres or allurements of the
world, one of those utterances gives a powerful

—Rev

on, God

will

infirmities of our

count’ it the”

not visit

impulse forward. . “I, therefore, the

—

prisoner of the Lord, beseech you that ye
walk worthy of the vocation wherewith ye
are called.”
;
Some one may ask, on reading this exhortation of the Lord's prisoner, What
is my vocation ? . The mind runs ppon

poor

upon

us

the

flesh, but may ac-

higher courage

and

faithful-

ness that we have still persevered in duty;
strong in heart, though sRaking in nerve
or tottering in knees,
We have always to wait for the good uu. til it be wrought out. We put leaven into’
the meal, and the ficst.result may be to ren-

der it bitter and
wait

unpalitable;

awhile till

the process is completed,

we find the advgntage. Men judge bhastily and harshly of God's procecmgs, belore they are perfected. Things work together fr good, it is said, ang work implies ime, ard a lengthened process, trial

and

waiting,

till, like

harvest

from

the

." ground, or the cloth from tle loom, the
—long operation is Sl
To judge
hastily of God's dealings, ere his purposes
are

wrought

out, would ‘be like threshing

a half-grewn wheat-field, and ‘being disap-

pointed at finding no grain, Things now
may seem very much against us; disaster
Hay liave met all pur plans, and they may:

lie in the dust, though we made them with
prayer for divine guidance, But ‘have we
seen the end P It

takes years to develop

the iDeaning of one trial, like, for instance,

the death of a much-loved and peeded onc,
or the loss of property, but grad@hlly the
design’of God breaks upon us, and we say,

He

EY
4
d
him better.
4. Those who have no faith to pray are
not judges of the value of prayer. The answer is only to faith. Those who ‘have allowed skepticism to steal away their faith,

will not find

hath. done al¥ things well. * Wait for

their

practical value,but

have lost the

if we | prayer.

but

make

but

can

and

face to face with God,

faith

own

muck

of

prayers

they themselves

becanse

essential

prevailing

to

5. Even skeptics,in calamities, pry.

entleman,

who

boasts

in

having

placed

of ‘Christianity, was,

himself outside

A

4

The World, or Christ?
—

Now, disguise it as-you will, it comes to
this,—the world or Christ,)—the treasures

of the earth or the treasures in heaven!
God or mammon for your master, But

two

rasgers you

you

galvation. © And so, in all his providential some special work, some particular avocaallotments with the wicked, he aims to win tion to which be thivks he may be called.
Is it to be a minister, a Sunday school
thet to holiness and safety.
But the
have not the assurance that God's own chil- teacher, a visitor of the sick and poor that
dren bave, that all things shall work for J am called? Dear reader, I doubt if Paal
their good. God does make a difference thought of such a thing when he wrote
here
between those who serve him and those, words. He. meant your calling to a
those
who serve him not; and the final is- life of piety,iu-Whatever voeation-youmaysue will be that, while to those who love be pursuing.
Not out of one business into
him all shall work for good, to those who another, unless the first be totally unadaptcontinue impenitéent all shall work in the ed to Christian walk. Hé& meant the voice
end for jpcreased condemnation and misery. of the Holy Spirit summoning you to "reAnd there is another obvious restriction, pent.of sin and believe on Jesus as your
for it can not be that the sins of those who complete Saviour. You have this vocation
do love God willbe for their good; for then in common with all who have knowledge
they might do evil that good might come, of the gospel. - It you heed the call and
- which would be a damnable conclusion. exercise repentance und faith, then have
The failures and sins of a believer may be you received an effectual call that introoverruled for his benefit. Peter may have duces you into the family of the redeemed
been made more humble ll his lite 1yy his "on earth. Hence, to walk worthy of the
denial of his Master. And we—as we see vocation wherewith you are called is to act
to-day how we were led astray yesterday— consistently with the fact that you have
may be more on ‘our guard against the same once turned from sin, and experienced the
besetments, and so, like the Roman Genjoys of forgiveness:
:
eral, learn by our defeats how to ‘conquer,
Some one has remarked that *‘a Christian,
But this applies only to the earnest and when he makes'a good profession, should
faithful Christian ; for are we to suppose be sure to make his professicn good.” No
that a believer who fall's into a state of one can do this who loses sight of the duty
lukewarmpess and careless living, is still to honor in bis walk the author of his call.
to find a]l that he loses thereby made up to One’s walk is not worthy of his vocation
him, andito work for his good? Not at all; unlessit vindicates the wisdom that selectbut rathey
to his condemnation. and ever- ed him as a subject of pardon. A generul
lasting loss;
Itismnot
at all unlikely that plans a campaign, selects the officers to:
David's crown of glory Jin be shorn through carry: ofit his orders, supplies them with
all ages of some, of its brightness by his troops and munitions: of war, so arranges
year of declension and crime ; and that Sol- that all things will work in harmony with
omon, if he did not entirely lose ‘his title each cne's efforts, tending at the same time
to. the complete culmination of his plans.
to heaven, will rank among the humbiest
perform “heir several parts at the
there forthe sensualism and idolatries of If all
appointed times a great success results.—
his later years of life.
ey
ae
‘
Nor does God's Word declare that all Baptist Weekly.
these things shall be made - pleasant to us,
r——
nor work for our immediate good. We
Prayer and Life. |
have no all-healing balm in the gospel
which shall at once cure every wound and }
dry every tear. If our child die, we may
‘It is often said, **A good life. fs the hest
believe all is well, yet we can not but feel
prayer.”
On this we may remark:
the pain of parting. It is a hight of at1. The best part of a good life. is the
taioment nol required of us, and-not atThose whe
know what
tained even by our Lord—:o to rest on praying part.
promises as to cease from groans and prayer is,can testify. that their best thoughts,
tears. They ate the language of nature their highest conceptions of duty, and their
under suffering, and just as sinless, unless deep insights into the meaning of life, have
:
carried to excess, as a song is in joy. We come to them in prayer.
do not -blame our little one, if, when we
2. Sayingthat ‘‘a good life is the best
hold out some great reward for submitting prayer,” is overlooking the fact. that prayer
to some painful operation, it trembles in 1s a weans to a good life. No one can live
Stlicipation, or cries while undergoing it ;. after the best model without it. It is a fact
we think it enough if it goes forward with that many are hefped by prayer to overcome
* that natural shrinking, and give the re- temptation, bad habits, and evil tempers;
ward, though there lave been some quiv- and that, by the same means, they are comering and some tears. So God deuls with forted in sorrow, and made pencetul in caus, for he himself says, No ftiial for the lamity ; so that prayer is areal help towards
present seemeth joyous, but grievous. a good life. ~
a
“ You are afraid and tremble,” said one
* 3. No good praying man was ever made
to a brave brother officer, as they were rid- better by leaving off prayer.
Many bad
ing together into battle. “If you were as men have become ‘good through prayer.
much afraid as I am,” was the reply, ** you Prayeris usually the beginning of reforma-,
would turn and run away.” If our fears tion. The evidence given of Pauls change
do not keep us back from duty, and if, of character for the better was, “Behold,
though groaning and “trembling, we hold he prayeth !” Honest prayer brings a man
right

W. H. Lewis.

can

not serve.

a troubled

conscience?

Can it heal a brok-

God

the

Ghost may in no
nable skill and
the world can.
Trinity out of

Father,

Son,

and

opened.

Cone to

See the king-

The
Piece,

Morning.” +

book of Lamentations!

It has a

sad - title,

the

blue

our

grief,

to" find

sky shining through, and the

to Me.

—
pe
God. What satisfying views will Lreak
upon our eyes in the better world, when
Where, indeed, Ado they turn, for tonsokathey, are pened to see the regson of God's ‘tion who know not Jesus? Théy seem like
dealings with us, and how he has made all men who go out to the battle-field without
work together tor our good,—Churehman.,
surgeon, or hespital bandages, or balms,
They may escape- severg wounds, of they
hew
.
There is no creature more fatal than your may live if they we wounded, but
. pedant; safe as he ¢steems himself, the fers: raany an hour of suffering might they avoid
-riblest issues spring from” him.
Human if they bad healing appliances’ever at hand!
the bereaved,
‘crimes are many, ‘but the crime of being All aroutid us are the afflicted,
deafto God's voice, of being blind to all the sorrowing™and the dying, .and to go
but “parchments. and antiquarian rubbish | forth in such «# world with only the misera-.

standing

What. an assurance this
wayfaring

' The future is always dark.(o us. The
shadows brood it. - A veil hides it from our
is

‘What is under

behind the veil,

the

what

varied

collection

shadows,

of us can know.

mist,

Never

fpeak

Ww

veceive, or listen to l.etr

1

Mi

amd

clothe fteelf. in

gest the richness of the intervale;

to

ures

+ Come, live a comforted, happy and thank-

are

as it comes, certain of this, that
it lay upon you to do or bear, it
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looking

down on the floor repeated the words.

She

thought she was mistaken. Then she commenced again, so loud that her uncle who

sat at the desk,

is,

‘n-0-w,

heard her,—G-o0-d, God, i-8

h-e-r-c—here.

‘‘That's right,”

she exclaimed, looking aroundat het uncld,

The arrow had struck home.
Her uncle
became a.changed man. He believed in

the true God,und sought and found. forgiveness of sin.
A
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So she began to spell aloud, G-o-d,—God

ot Come

our

ain.”
In these the water and the land are
shown in their real relations to each other;
the cultivated fields, golden-hued with grain

sight.

EH

times|

is to carry with us in all our
through this world !

every morning.”

AQ

it

first is ¢ Harvest on the Banks of the Saco ;”

niece who loved Jesus and was happy all
that when a man's lielp fails theve is still the time. Oue day she visited her uncle’s
One who ean help. This instinctive con- |: office, After playing a long time with evfepsion of the @xistence of God, the ration- -erything she could find within her reach to
ality of prayer, is the soul’s: answer ‘to all interest her, she began to lovk around. on
arguments against prayer.
Prayer.is a the walls, and her eyes fell on the card.
natural instinct. . God has made us praying | Haying just begun to read writing; the letbeings, and, we betieVe, he has .so. made | ters were not so familiar to her but that she
us because he'is a prayer-answering God.
had to spell
out anything that was written.
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blessed sunlight streaming down.
j
|. Here is an utterance that has the cupbeams in it: ** The Lord’s mercies are new

not

yubbish of opinion ard educa$till has faith in God—faith

do

ness and glory of lifé.

. There was a man in Ohio who was perence, of a storm on'the Atlantic, in which ishing for want: of a knowledge
of him
he came near being lost; and in the enthu- whom to know as Mediator between God
siasm of his story,remarked,*I can (el! yon,T and ‘man is eternal lite. Not believing
I never prayed in all -my life as hard as I there was any God, he had a card printed

den under the
tion, the soul

stores, several

Years
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holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

suitable utterances of our-burdened hours.
We open to its lines as those who walk under a weeping sky and beneath the rain of
falling tears. But our walk will often, as
we.loek up, show us a rift in thé clouds,
and

but
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Master and Pupil,
May Bell
i

the finest products of the parterre, with the
form and coloring perfect, and the appearance all that could be desired. A fine vase

and in our happy moods we should hardly
think of turning its leayes. Our instinct
would be to go to it in

bear

+ Adventures

:

ot

Andy Luttrell,

the Wonders beneath the great Oceans,” More Agents

Aud any one of them would

cost, if bought at the

For the love of

How many bright things there are in the

long since, givingan account, in our pres-

did then.” Sych incidents. feach that, hid-

may be hung.

eated below.

Donald Fraser.’

Every

only

study, and will adorn any wallon which

It is a large, rich

“New

OCEAN'S STOR

ig very excellentin design, is really well

generous -terms

this, let the world be crucified to you by
the cross of Christ, and be you crucified

to the world.—Dr.

REMARKABLE SUCCESS! 2:

hy

ment.
livery.
avery

and

in 4 days, and another $158.00 in 8 day},
selling
pi AS
¢ Library

the things heretofore offered seems to be
called for, and in our premiums we have
sought to meet the want. "We claim nothing for these Chromos beyond what the
truth will ‘warrant. We do not say they
are the best things in the market, that they
are worth from five to ten dollars apiece;
nor that no such offer as ours was ever
made before or ever can be again. We
simply say that every one of these pictures
not

lished

$30 a week employment at home, day or. evening
no capital; instructions and valuable package of
goods sent free by mail. Address with six cent return stamp, M,
YOUNG & Co.,173 Greenwich SuNY.
i
eo

ong to eight, of such a character and on
such terms as afford us no little pleasure
in announcing.
Something different from

will

Catalogué of New

WORKING CLASS wes

or old, with any number of Chromos, from

executed,

number of them,

CHURCHES

AND TO

Superintendents

‘| at once.

can furnish® all our subscribers, new

them as wo

cleave to Jesus.

Turn not back to perdition.

| dom of heaven

to hear from a large

OF

:

sent to subscribers who order and are entitled fo thém, with promptness. We hope

the most prev- are able to obtain them so’ as to make the

done with world-worship,
learn of Jesus,

:

TO PASTORS

The Chro-

mos can be furnished at once, and will be

as much as we charge for them. Buying
them'in large quantities, and advertising

wise -enter in. The damfatal power of the loye of
and does keep the Holy
the seuls of men. Have

alent and most enticing idolatry.

Jesus,

Holy

.

EIGHT DIFFERENT CHROMOS. We

It is not,

en heart? Can it sustain a bruised spirit ?
Can it soothe
a death-bed fear? Can the
world stretch its hand to shut the door of
hell, or open to yousthe gate of heaven?
Not one of these things can. be world do;
but I will tell you what it ean do. Tt can
shut the door of the beart against. Christ,
so that

tion :

_-

should not try to do it; but you * can
t ” do ity try as much as you will. There
is not a nfore wretched creature than the
man who is trying all his life to do what
God says he can not do. You can not
worship God on Sundays and ‘worship the
world when the Sunday is over. You can
not serve two masters, giving six days to
the weorst-of-masters—and--one- day, or bits
and fragments of one dav, to the best, How
long halt ye between two opinions, and so
between two portions and two services?
What can the world do for any of vou, that
you prefer it to Christ? Will this world
recompense you for the loss of your soul?
‘“ What shall it profit a man if be gain
the whole world and lose his own soul?
or what shall & man give in exchange
for his own soul?” Can the world satisly

very large and equally grateful.

singly. Desiringto serve our friends in|
this respect, we have, after much effort and
painstaking, made the arrangements set
forth below, and to which we invite atten-

per single book; When “bound in loth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84,

Price pér

pingle

book, when

.

“

a single copy, 4 cta.; on
»
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I. D. STEWART,
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ALTON BAY 6.35, AM, and 3.45, p.y,
DOVER at 1045, A.M., and 8.00, 6,17,
8.10, ». 1.
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and

TRAINS FOR ALTON BAY.
BOSTON at.8,30, A. M., and 8.80, ® M.
:
PORTEAND at 6.167°A,M., and 8.10, P. M.
DOVER at. 10.45,A, M., 6.25, Pi M,
:

OTHER TRAINS,

:

The~7.80, A. M,, train from Boston leaves Dover at
10.10 for South Berwick Junction, EY
SER.
The’,
P.M. train. from
Boston loaves Dover at #15
far Great Falis, *
:
‘
Lhd

A train leaves Dover for Farmington, at. 9, A.M.

A train leaves Farmington for Dover,
Portland at 9.55, A.M.

STAGE

Boston and

CONNECTIONS.

. ‘Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thuridays
ad Saturdays for (retin ay Moultohborough,
Sandwich
and Center Sandwich.
*
=
§2.86..
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia. ~ *
¥
o
.
a dez,
\RETURNING,~ Leave Lavonia Mondays, W
08+
?
days and Fridays: for Alto n, in season to connect
a
with trains for ostont and ‘Portland.
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;

bound in
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“THE
a

endeavor. They
a fresh
The A of Love.
at the = close. es
congratulations
unusual
vowed they od
they
“wher
drank,
:
@
——
to
Among olhers, Gen. Sherman, hastened
temper, and blushed | Generosity. syinpathy and amiableness
indulged
have
They
Gen.
and
nt,
.| pay him a hearty complime
with shame over ‘itfor weeks. They have are easily mistaken, for true benevolence.
Butler was just and feauk enough to ‘say
trusts, Just as they were in a In the sunshiné of prosperity, with a full
| WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1874,
that Mr. Elliott had shown “himself, by his, betrayed
snp ————
d—
fait way to fill up and repair’ other -gimilar board, and - offices of kindness lavishéd up——
speech, the peer of any man in the House.
Jbreaches,, They have taken into ‘the sacred on uk, who car fail to be grateful and lov"\ - GEORGE T. DAY. Eaitor.
The picture was certainly striking and sug.
were ing? There ‘are exceptions even here.’
a F. MOSHER, Ags’t Editor.
Mr. Elliott is thoroughly a negra | atmosphere of home. bodies that
; gestiv e.
tn
rere
Apri
have. Some natures are so selfish.that bounties
They
sins,
nameless
by’
polluted
being pre-eminently a man... de
© gal communications designed for publicatioi | while
to their convictions of right, bestowed on them only make them the’
false’
bee
He’ proved
suonld be addressed to-the Editor, and all letters. on’ has dignity, character, culture.
even when it involved only the simplest more mean and shriveled. The richer their
* "business, remittances of money, &c., should be ral himself at onge the vigoroys debater and
of ordinafy intercourse. And so blessings, the "less they have to impart.
dressed; to the Publisher.
the ‘refinetl -gentleman.
Judged without matters
come to the beginning of a New’ Men will live ii opulence, really oppressed
have
théy
any reference to his race, he is a’ man of

o

A

pons

14, 1874.
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STAR,
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NAG ngs
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Stir.

Word of. tha Premiums.

——oo——
We.have sent off a large pumber
Chrgmos; both to oldand

new

of the

subseribers,

and have word from nota few of them. inwith
dieati ing their speeial satisfaction
what has been receiv ed. A little delay on
the part of the

gq

.

v

Publishers of the pictures

.

in

sending them here, ‘leaxes us a little behind § in, sending them. to subscribers, but

Year, resolved to enter upon a

marked ower. No other eslored member
of Congress has proved nearly. his . equal.
His bearing is such ‘ad. commands respect,
and he- is guite above the bitter. and indecent personalities that too often disfigure, - Congressional
specch:making
and
humaliate

the

Country.” ‘He

showed

islation to make

good

life,

We do not alenipt to: conceal a great
amount of interest in such people. Their
to, re|, failures, so'long as they keep trying

the

the constitutional

and - help.

tinies seven,” said Christ, must we

guarantee-of equal rights for the negro ;—
the very doctrines avowed by Mr. Stephen's

Tocate

‘ou

and get

Seeds, partially covered from" the. weather, then
of all: de- it had but little to do’ but gather- fich har-

bulbs, roots, cuttings, ‘Kes, Foy
sirable sorts, are sent out ‘by him on reasonable terms, and his methods of dealing
are el as to command general and strong
approypl.
His Floral Chromeos, of which
| he bas now issued quite a number, are marvels of richness, beauty - and good taste.
Ev ery ond is an advance in, merit upon its:
predecessors. A new one just issaed,—a
Floral Cross, —séems almost the, perfection’
of design. and execution. ' We have seen

vests and secure

experience has,

great incomes.

A dard |

in many cases, corrected

the false impression. In Iowa, for instance, there are at this present time over five.

“hundred families destitute of food and cloth.
ig, and a speeiyl Com. of the State Grange !
calls for’ contributions to supply their
wants, They: went, there, with- too vis.
onary hopes, , and this -is the

it needn't - discourage

result.

But

immigration into the

the weight of their luxuries, while the

nothing of its class ‘that approaches

the admivableness of its general effect or in

is a thing of marvelous beauty, its merits
grow on one by study, and the observer
never furns 167it but to be kindled into admiration over the floral wealth displayed
and chastened by the sacred suggestions

and also that the expeetation of life amid
flowers and sunshine cannever be vealizéll

‘Seventy

execrations of mankind.
« But while ‘the lack of gonial apd sympa‘
thetic qualities is evidence of the want of
benevolence, their possession™does not prove
its existence. There may be honor among

receive

thieves, gifts even to prodigality from those

which it offers. These dre strong words, get a comfortible living from Towa farms,
we know ;~but the picture ‘warrants every | or Ir om any others in the West,
:
|
“%
i
one of them,
;
|

ing ‘sense of justice, the Jaw has risen in
its majesty, plunderers have been hurled

—— INTERNATIONALIST WHIMS.

trieve them; are just so many added claims

upon our sympathy

only bec

garden, is very

large and. constantly . increasing.

ff" in State. Jt spon , however, help to fix {his
fact in fhe mind, —~that labor must be exmultitudes around them are famishing and
dying. Such specimens of wonatural de- | the exquisiteness of its smallest details. It pendéd there, -as everywhere, fora living,
by

: { prayity deserve, as they usually receive, the

past.

*leg-

authority for and the’ need -of special

better

but appalled by the ghosts that come up
from just such efforts that have, died" |in the

flower, fruit and UR

on western

prairies, First, count

and then do not hesitate

to

the cost,

build, : for it

only needs ‘practicable men and women

fo

the person who comes back from his fail" who do pot scraple ‘fo practice fraud at
Not every opportunity. By these very means,
ures, wishingto repeat the attempt,
Hii Espars CoLLEGE sends out jts annual % we ho pe to fill all the orders now on hand ‘and the imperious tone in whichthey were
to put it so high as a Christian olligation, ‘they cover up their baseness and iimpose on
Current
Topies.
“Catalogue,
#ud thus gives an account of the +
applied
by
Mr.
Harris,
both
of
whom
were
very speedily.
:
:
!
which all must own it to be, what but a ‘Society. In the judgment of many, those
wy
——
—
.
pasy
year's
experiences
and work, and so
in the House through the gracious “clem-'We can not well fill orders, in future fora
human duty is it for us to keep open arms who prattice large charity, and are polite, ——FREE RELIGION AND PROTESTANTISM.
unfolds its prospects for the future as to ofency’ of’ the government, illustrated and
any of the Swiss Chromos, nor ‘for the enforced the need., Courteous but most ef- and warm hearts for such “as would re- and liberal, must be accounted worthy of The Boston Free Religious course of léct- fer large satisfaction and excite fresh hope.
rn from frequent wanderings in the high esteem ; and if found guilty of high ures was opened by Rev. O. B. Frothing- It has enlarged and strengthened its Fac
“Boquet of Flowers.” We have on hand feofive was, his reminder given to Mr.
way ? If out’ word of sympathy or crimes are treated rather as$ unfortunate than ham,on’ the first Sunday of the year, ip ty, added to its pecuniary and other resourbad
a small lot of “Choeorua Lake and Moun- Stephens, that he md shown a poor re.
for help will assure any such, they criminal,
prayer
Horticultural Hall, The speaker's subject’ ces, and gives us an aggregate attendance’ tain,” a small lotof “A View on thé Saco turn for the magnanimity of the govern- may confidently take thaf assurance.
.
was peculiarly adapted to bring out. the of 638 students, of whom 413
is
often
one
of
the
most
difficult
things
Were gentleRiver,"and a larger number of ‘*Harvest on ment in allowing him to come back. to
What feature of all the divine plan Is imaginable to hold an even balance of char- leading idea of the radical faith, which is, men, and 225” were ladies. This College
Congress, after he bad done what he could
the banks of the Kennebec.” We ordered to “lot it out from the galaxy of nations.” better or fairer than this of trving again? acter, The supreme aim is happiness, and that Protestantism is a failure, and that it has had a cheering past, it has large -opporis rapidly losing its power over the human tunities in thé present, and all its friepds
“ a double quantity of this last mentioned And the burst of applause and the shout of None of us can look back upon a spotless 50 whatever contributes to>.secure it must
** At every point,” said Mr. Froth- may well enter into hopeful lAbor to give it
picture, which is one that has proved es- ‘laughter which broke out "on all sides at past.. At the beginning of this: year “God be good: The man who makes his fellows mind.
kindly gives us a clean page to put in our and dependents feel well, is himself de- ingham, * Protestantism is giviog way to an honorable and efficient future.
pecially popular ;—hence the larger num- his spigndid retort upon Mr. Harris of Va.,
volume of life. Shall “we not try to present -serving and cherished. We are referred the pressure of secular thought, and its
supercilions - impudence
toward
ber of copies of this Chromo now “on hand. whose
shall
year
the
when
possible
as
fair
as
it
wail
is
gloomy
and
despairing.”—How
is
to
the
benevolence
-of
nature
in
all
its
inWe shall: still send these pictures last spec- the whole African race was fresh in every- close ?
2215 Brief Jottings.
a
:
,
numerable manifestations, with no evi- it, then, that the great body of Protestants ||
body’s mind, were but fitting tributes to
ep —
~
ified, ‘on| the terms already mentioned, the colored orator. “I will have no fords
in
the
world
have
not
observed
this"
**
givdences of an-opposite quality. The attri—Tug PEWS in Plymouth church (Mr, Beechboth to old and new subscribers, until the with that gentleman,” he. said. *I will
bute of diviie benevolence is represented ing way,” nor been startled by the “‘gloomy
The Grangers’ Request.
er’s) have just been rented for more than $60,
hoes
May it not be that, 000 for the present year, the highest figure ever
er
——
as being ‘such as not only to express the and iw
Jot is exhausted. First-comers will be. first let him see that’a negro is not only too
The
Grangers
have
practically
agreed
Mr.
Frothingham
has
rather
voiced
a
wish
substance of all excellence, but to be exserved, and the .sooner they order the magnanimous to smite him in his weakreached. It does not suggest hard times on the
than a conviction, and mistaken the Hor- benches or unpopularity in the pulpit, Buthow sufer will » subscribers be of obtaining ness, but is even charitablé enough to upon the points which they will ask Con- clusive of otfer excellence.
gress to legislate upon, and they are about
Mere happiness, however, is not the most ticultural Hall congregation for the general mony members, who are common day laborers,
what they want. Let the orders come in ‘grant him the mercy of silence.”
worthy
object of pursuit, and he who com- assembly of the Christian church? ** Back sewing girls and washer<women, find a chance to
as
follows:—First,
the.
opening
of
the
Such testhhmony as this will at once espro: nplly.
:
;
regularly under the ministrations of their pasmouth
of
the
Mississippi
to
large
vessels,
so
mits
the
error of supposingit is, is likely of Parker, of Calvin, of Luther, of Leo,” sit
»
tablish, illustrate and justify the new ortor?
»
-_
that they may: pass in and out at all stages. to mistake both the means and end. Right, said the clergyman, ¢ is a power greater
der
of
things
on
which
we
have
entered.
The Jew Order Evemplified
—THE OPPONENTS of mixed schools in ‘Washof .water ; second, legislation to prevent justice, honor, are above it. He who re- “than them all, —the human brain.’ "True,
A few such men to represent the negro in
>
—
railroads west of the Mississippi river from gards happiness first is sure to become self- every word of it. But then, there is a “ington,~exclusives, would:be aristocrats, and
The Bouvillisn of the South is like “Congress, —w ko will stand up face to face discriminating in the rates of freight against ish and éven reckless. We may sacrifice ‘power greater than the human brain, which some well-meaning but morally timid people,—
alarmed at the prosfective pusagent the Civil
Bours
everywhere else,—almost
in- with ~the lingering advoeates of the. old pgintson the river; atthe same ‘time that
i
of all truth, |
happiness —to-right, but-never the reverse. - _is the Holy Spirit, the einspirer
capable of learning or forgetting. One is regime, reason down the false theories with om discriminate in favor of railroad points We should be just beforé being generous. the author of the Christian faith,—for we
equally provoked and amused bv it. It “is forcible logic,and prove their own saperioriGerman and
beyond the river; third, legislation to pre- True, right, justice,. honor, are not incon- understand Mr. Frothingham to aim at on the bench with the Saxon,
thus
work
just now showing itself in Congress, in the ty by exhibiting a higher type of manhood, «ent similar discriminations by. roads run- sistent with happiness,on the whole. There Christianity in setting up Protestantism for the Celt. They woukl SRE
negative
persons, in the manners, the plans and the —will just now be worth more to the cause ning east and west, against north and south is mo real, substantial happiness procured a _target,—and which will easily resist the of lobbyists, and scar® Congress into a
vote or a milk-and-water measure; and there is
speeches
of more or less of the members who of equal rights and negro elevation than roads; and, fourth, legislation fixing the at their cost. When, therefore, the whole influence of more than one attack like this.
danger of their success.
1t never seems quite
|
almost
‘anything
else
that
can.be
had.
eome up'to represent what was Secessia.rates for the transportation of live stock on moral ‘law is comprehended in love, it is “It was the human mind which gave us easy and convenient and politic to be thoroughThey
show
how
real
and
radical
is
the
Alexander Stephens, of Georgia,
As ‘a
railroads from west to enst.
as a result of all the moral precepts in a Christianity and the Bible,” said the preach- ly just, But it is always right, and the right
very notable example. Ile comes back to revolution through which we have passed
"It
wonld
be
difficult
for
the
Grangers
to
barmonious blending. Such are the dic- er. And so the body of Free Thinkers, soon proves wise, and wisdom in the end is
and are passing, and they give a promise
the House apparently unconscious that any
present their case in a milder way, or to tates of reason, the testimony of experi- whom Mr. F. represents, make the human found truly politic.
for the future of civil life in America - that
—DR. CLARKE'S “Sex in ' Education” stirs
vital change has taken place in that body or
ask legislation upon matters whose need of ence, the sum of the teachings of revela- mind both their god and guide, and in that
is large enough to surprise the most hopein the country since he went out, a dozen
it is more apparent.
The first point is the tion.
sign profess ability to controvert an eter much thought,” calls out vigorous debate, and
It
might
seem
that
there
could
be
ful lovers of liberty and make the downAgassiz
gave it
years since, to help in pulling the nation in
only one which involves the expenditure of no doubt on so plain a subject, though mul- nal edict. Is it genuine freedom, either of wins many commendations.
cast glad.
.
his empbatical approval, the North American
pieces and building a civil government on
money, apd eveniu this the Grangers only titudes neglect and pervert the (ruth igno-. intellect or will, to iznore conscience, and Review fully endorses its main principle, ad»
ask that some of the large and plainly need- rantly or willfully.
” the foundation of Slavery. He was once a,
to rest wholly .on human deductions? vocates of co-education confess that it puts a
recognized power in the lower braneh of
less appropriations
voted for points up the
Beginnigg Anew.
The illustrations furnished in our own Again, if, as the Free Thinkers claim, * the new and important element into their problem,
Congress. He is a man with definite per-|
river be applied at the river's mouth. . And times of the validity of these principles are human mind gave us Christianity and the and the passionate heat with which it is here and
sonal opiaipns and no little persistence and
whether the facility is afforded them by full of significance and encouragement.
Bible,” and now it is so completely failing; there quarreled with shows that itis a weighty
We know of several persons who object
force of chajacter. And he used to speak to the book entitled ‘The Life of John B. dredging or by building a canal,. is imma- There are times when the foundation of what ‘encouragement can it offer them to word which he has spoken. He did well in writ:
ing it; possibly he would have done still better
for a constituency that was greatly feared.
Gough,” and others of its class, because, terial. They only wish water-transporta- morals seem t6 be giving way, when the attempt the establishment of another hu- if he had kept back alittle vehement satire, and
What was known as the South voiced itself they say, they earry with them a bad moral tion for their grain to the ocean.—As for demands of right and equity are shameless- mau faith ? Must it not also fail? And charged upon social habits a part of the wrong
through his lips. He had a general follow- influence. Take the life of Mr. - Gough, the second clause in their request,it is vir- ly saerificéd to greed of gain and selfish yet -they pretend to have fbund the only which he lays off upon study.
ing inh his owa section, and more or for instance. During quite a portion of tually a plea that cheap water-transporta- gratification. So it was in the prolonged sure and abiding way. We do not believe
~NOT A few pl minént Sunday sehool work.
fess elsewhere, when he urged the extreme -his early life he was continually reeling
tion fof his produce he made possible for reign of slavery. The ‘anomaly of a pes- Protestantism will suffer from such attacks. ers begin to see and: confess that the work of
theory of state rights, the inferiority of the between sobriety and drunkenness, with a | the farmer. As it is, the whole tendency is ple deeing from home oppression, and We do not believe it needs any word of de- memorizing Scripture is falling teo much into
disuse among the pupils, since the new elements
to drive him to patronize the railroads, pay- founding and sustaining the noblest institu- fense in the face of such attacks.
negro,and the sacred privilege of the strong constant leaning towards the latter condiand methods were introduced.
One extreme is
ing
them
exorbitant
rates,
and
so
consumrace to, be the imperious ruler of the w eak tion. But Le would repeatedly get upon
tions of freedom and equality at untold
likely to follow another.
And this memorizing
one, He clung to this theory all through his feet, wash and clothe bimself, sign the ing the profits of his industry before he has cost of comfort and advantage,
yet tram- —— Tue New CHURCH MOVEMENT.
Bish of Seripture is a fitting thing. Did n't the psalmthe war. Since it was put into the” grave, pledge, and call heavento witness that he realized them.—The petition in the ‘third pling ruthlessly on the rights of millions, op Cummins inaugurated his new ecclesi- ist think so when he wrote, “Thy w ord have 1
along ith the rebellion that grew out of had entered upon a career of sobriety and glause is practically. aimed at the same establishing and sustaining a system ‘of astical movement in New York,Jan. 4. He hid in my-heart?”’
abuse of privilege, for the railroads about gross immorality and barbarism, was alit, hie ras lingered about the cemetery to usefulness.
In a few weeks: he would
| affirms that this is ‘not a departure, in any
“=REV. Mr. GREENE, Who preached the an-eommune with its ghost, till he imagines it have
returned to his cups again, thus the northern Mississippi so arrange matters. most enough to
beget loss of faith in man
schismatic sense, but that he'seeksto return nual sermon this year before the assembled Legstill alive and active and royal as ever.
He
burlesquing his’ previous efforts at reform, that it is ruinous for a farmer to attempt to in his best estat . The absurdity had been to primitive Christianity. Indeed, bis text islature of Mass., pleaded most stoutly, bravely
bas lately written two ‘bulky volumes to and
virtually encouraging others, with reach the lower open ports for his produce maintained so long, and so wielded in-’ implied as much, for it declares that Christ and skillfully for.a recogoition of Christianity by
“prove that seccession was a divine riglit, similar passions, to do likewise. © Hence, while the upper ports are closed by ice. creasing power and influence, that there is the only foundation of the Christian the civil state,without giving any approval to the
extreme views which the Catholics urge.
He
and the confederacy a government formed say the complainers, the authority of good TEus the only practical road to easter seemed little ground of hope. But in fhe church. The Bishop gathered a good con- said a Christiam®s conscience deserved as much
on a heavenly niodel. He appears to himself resolutions was outraged,
and so the book nmiarkets for him is the iron one, and this time of our extremity came the vindication gregation, and the spirit of the whole serv- Lrespect by legislators
and magistrates as an athe. to have shown that Providence was absoluje which records those failures bLecomesa usually leads nearer to the almshouse than of truth and right, .by a terrible ordeal, a ice seemed to have been the expression of a tst’ss, Why not?
ly bound to give supremacy to the’ south- hearer of evil to men.
the palace.—Finally,in the transportation of ‘baptism of blood, still to show the majesty sincere and humble faitl. At least, no | =Tne Universalist clergyman in Chicago,who
crn ideas. and
victory
to the ® armies
live stock the farmer is shut up to the, rail- of justice and its harmony with love. Now, rarm has come of the movement yet.
plagiatized Dr. Chapin’s splendid discourse on
We don’t believe a word of Us—~BThe
gathered to enthrone them: He seems even teaching ofthe hook-is in the sequel, and roads. It is only fair, therefore, that the it is. clear to all but a few of the willfully
|.the Atlantic disaster, and tried to palm it off as
now hardly able to believe that’ Providence
his awn presentation of the moral taught . by the
not altogether in the record of those. ter- greed of monopolists be not allowed to take blind:and obstinate, that this awful convul- ——Toe WEEK OF Prayer.
The whole sinking of Ville dg Havre, found thas there
has not done just that.
That ‘slavery has
to the welfare, not only
rible contests with, and frequent yieldings ‘advantage of his necessity. Besides, this is ‘sion was negesspry
country has been in prayer during the past were people who read and had memories in the
the only commodity on which he asks that “of the re
ceased, that the negro is a real citizen, that to, the tempter.
rge, but especially of the
And.itis the same with
pews before him.
Compliments grow seanty - in
' the laws refuse to -diseriminate between other similar failures. - What is. the value the rates be legislatively fixed, and it would misguided portion who so tenaciously clung week, judging from the general manner in that church, and the eloquence of that pulpit is
which
the
Week
of
Prayer
seems
to
have
* races and colors, appear to strike him. as so of a moral triumph, only as it involves the seem hardly just to ignore the request.
‘to the destroyer. The overthrow of chattel been observed. Foul weather has-had its quoted a good way below par. Possibly the in. many illosions, dreams, hallucinations, that
cident may havé a warning for others.
Here, then, is thrown down the bone of slavery in this country, though so mysteridefeat of foes which summoned everyeffect in some localities, but the Spirit can
are suddenly {o pass away and give place moral energy to the contest? It is likely about the sharpest contention that Cofigress ous in its workiag and result, has restored
~.~THE
pew church” movement - has passed
find its way through fogs and storms to its
to the old realities. And $0 he gets up in the that there are thousands of teetotalers to- has lately witnessed. The whole railroad and exalted faith in ourselves, and given
through its exciting stage,and the public lips and
home in every earnest heart. The church- press have dropped it for greater sensations and
Hoisé of Representataves at Ww ashington, day, whose habitsof abstinence imply no force of the country, on one hand, will} us a high position among other nations.
es,
together with many in. the country vil- mora exciting and “fecent topics.
Its
real
“Jeans | bis little withered body on his staff particular virtue of temperance in them. wrestle with theygreat industrial portion, on "Then arose the evidence of internal corlages, have been much at the. throne, and strength and momentum will now be found and
and against his desk, strikes the old attitude,
The very sight of liquor disgusts them; its .the other. The power that the first is -re- ruption in the great channels and fountains the communion has ‘no doubt been close gauged. Its outward promise, is not large; * its
Wfts hiss pinched and bloodless face to the|
taste sickens them, and really-it would. re- pidted to hold over’ Congressmen, in the of ‘business. Selfish men had taken advan- and sacred. The practical results should avowed adherents are few and luck eminence’;
Speaker and the galieries, peers around
the latent and active opponents of it ave very dequire as heroic an effort for them to estab- shape of free passes, hints at what real es- {age of the country’s calamity in the days
now he carefully attended to. Just the exwith his hollow and wondering eyes, and
cided, and they'incline to quote,~“Every plant
lish’ themselves in drimkenuess as it did tate and stocks to purchase, . &ec.; will test of. the ‘rebellion, to fatten upon their base
ercises of the week will not insure a lasting which my heavenly Father hath not planted shall
with hi¥ thin, cracked, shrill, piping voige
for Gough to estabiish himself in sobriety. its strength with that which the latter is be-. -gains, Shoddy seemed . to be all--pervad- blessing, unless-the heart still keeps itself be rooted up.” Is the word Apdieabled We’
talks away for two or three mortal hours to
We suppose itis so in great measure with lieved to hold, in the shape of votes and ing. ‘Jn some of the large cities, and in fixed in A
's service, and those who shall see.
i
2
an audience that listeris a while out of curithe favor of candidature.
Already, the the metropolis especially, the most shamerespect,
to
the-other
vices,
like
gambling,
may
have
felt
the
Spirit's
influence be wise—M:LL’s
aptobiography
is
a
disappointing
and _
osity, £ood nature, and deference to his age
licentiousness, the use of {obacco, &ec.| right of Congress to legislate on rates: of ful abuses weré rampant.. - The highest. ly and faithfully looked after.
Thus fol- saddening book to: many of his admirers,
It
and infinnities and sufferings, - treating his
transportation,
and
kindred
matters,
is
deofficials were guilty of stupendous fruds, lowing up °the advantage of the week's certainly weakens his living protest against reThe passion for them determines in great’
~ hetrers to a rehash of old opinions long since
measure the moral value of the principle wnied Ly a loud voice from the lobby. But involving many millions of treasure, the service, it'may prove fdeed to have been ligion in general and Christianity in particular.
explodad, until the bore beconies too serious
which rejects them. It jg not meant that the House Committee on railways and courts were corrupt, and redress seemed a Jong march towards home.
Few could 4ndulge an
intelligent wish to fol~~
to be quietly endured. Then the members
canals is made up of men w ho are familiar
low him in his atheism after reading bis account
this class iis not entitled t3 the full reward
impossible. But there has been a return-

-

h!

-

fall into conversation, write

letters,

took at-their watches, stroll into
rooms, wondering when the

yawn,

the ante-

tiresome

dra-

‘ma is to end, and ask how-long patient ¢ndurance of such an infliction ean continue
. ta be a virtue. Some few members from

bis own section try to persuade themselves
, that the old regime is possibly coming back,
“and follow up his tiresome harangue with

whieh is'sure

by and by to be given

them.

But who shall say that there is not “greater
divine

compassion

for,

and

sheuld not be a higher human

that - there
appreciation

of, that great class in whom passion rages
like a consuming fire, whose constant. purpose is t6 enter the temple of purity and

sobriety, but

who. aire constantly

pulled

not only with the proper ‘scope af legislative

treatment, but who thoroughly understand
the practical condition of this whele matter
in the West. * The chairman, Mr. McGrary,
of lowa, knows the whole history of the
Grange movement, its occasion and its
merits, and will be able to treat it in a fa-

miliar way ;—it is certainly to be. hoped,

from

{heir

with

the

seats of
infamy

that a brighter

power,

and

branded

their crimes deseryed, S0

dawned upon

us

with reference to these great pecxniary

in

terests ng
worth and

day

has

moral tests, showing that real
prosperity depend on right and

alsg, in a just way. New England people justice.
’
theif vain assumptions, their insolent swagLet not: sudk lessons be neglected in the
as they sink in the slums, come up again, ‘hear a constant wail of complaint coming
ge and their weak audacity. But the effort to
from the farmers of the West. We are not
bring back the bygone order utterly fails; and set both the feef and the will’ towards’ intimately acquainted with their condition. distress in which. many are now involved.
firmer
ground?
Isn't
he
a’
braver
soldier.
There are fearful sufferings in various loit strikes the House,and the public as a teBut
there
must
be
great
wrongs
imposed
+-ontitias,fhréatening,
and ominous of evil.’
who
bédrs
his
colors
past
{he
foe,
and
dious piece of stage-play ; and the actors,—
on them, or else they are a different class in Selfish men take advantage of natural and
plants
them
on
the
enemy's
ramparts,
alexcept those quite incapable of taking in a
the West from what we find: them in ‘other moral’ calamities to confound essential disficesh iden, —are forced to confess. to them- though both he and his colors are torn by secti
He
”
bullets
and
grimmed
with
smoke,
and
tinctions, and involve the innocent with
selves that as new and. different order of
The
movement
promises
to. be a very the guilty.
were
frequently
lost
to
sight
in
the
contest,
Those truly benevolent, and
things has reaily sticceeded to the old.
sharp and interesting ones Its forces are who would most effectually relieve- the
That new order was vo
ikimgly ex-. than he who simply bears an unsoiled banwell organized, and it hag real ability in_its needy, should use the. occasion, while. reRibitéd on Tuesday of 1
eek, when Mr. ner on dress parade at home, while fair
‘Elliott, representative from South Carolina, women fling garlands-at his féet or wave ranks. Of course it is in danger of work- pressing crime, td cherish industry, selfspoke in the House at Washington in sup- embroidered »kerchiefs- from their win- ing itself intoa frenzy, and fostering the denial and ptudence, that all may learn’ to
:
4 opinion that it is under a greater burden of Bn what shall serve the highest good.
port of tlie Civil Rights bill, partly in reply dows?
back from the threshold, and who, as

often

“to Mr. Stephens ‘and others who sympathized with him. -But his discussion of the sub-

We suppose there are a gréat many who
begin this new year with something of the:
© = ject took him over a pretty ‘wide range. of same purpose that inspired Gough at “his
thought, Brought out a vigor of mihd and a -eacdh successive trial. They see how they
. ewlfured force of expression that command- "have failed in the past, even when they.
a

ed the. closest/attention of the floor and | gal

Tories, and won him many

meant

as

well

as

they

do‘ now,

and

noticeable and the bare thought: of it: Appalls them. while

wrong than it. relly is. But

we believe

J. J.B.

there is enough in the matter: to make it. |
properly a national one, so far as’ correct-

we seem to have a-pretty good sprinkling

ly an industrious, hardsw orking and independent
company of young men, who show*their appregiy
ation ofan education by paying a round price for

it in hard work,

They hire themselves out at

manual Inbor, go on book "agencies, ‘&e., during
the summer vacation, and act the ‘pedagogue in
the wihter.
Not less than two-thirds of them
are said to be teaching the youngTidea how to

York.
It shoot at the present hour. Success to them.
is only another form of the oft-repeated | =STATEMENTS inthe papers announce the sale
folly, that the rich should divide their of the Independent; by Mr. Bowen, to the ass
wealth’ with the poor, and this is insisted sociation which has Mr.} Talmage for a nucleus
and the Christian at Work for a moutk- mént was lately made in New

on in varius ways; by a cluss who

do

mot

piece.

Ifthis is true, will not the seller natural-.

seem to acknowledge that what a person ly feel that a big thing has passed out of his
fairly earns is his own, nor that he has any | hands, and the buyers find Ahemselves in possesbusiness to refuse a division of funds with sion of an intractable: liter ary elephant?
every idler that ‘may apply. We trust that, « =LYORUM COMMITTEES are generally having
‘in this’ country,

at least, no

such folly may

a hard time of it-this winter. It {is easy enough
to engage lecturers, Hut exceedingly hard to pay
wages for work ‘is fair. Bbt to demand. them. By many the lecture i3'thought of as a
support in idleness is the popniar gon, of. luxury of uncertain value, and 80 it is apt. to be
struck off from the list.of things ta be purchased,

prevail, 9s it is not likely

to.

To

demand

beggars.
Ld

a dealer "in" everything pertaining to the

forei-

~THi: STUDENTS of-Bates College are general-

of Internationalist nonsense in dur own
midst.
In Chicago lately a great cows
pany of persons, mainly foreignewg, besieged the City Hall, demanding that® employment be given them by the city ‘dur:
ing the winter, or else that the city pro-.
vide for their, support. A similar: move-

as soon as breadstuffs go up, ot wages

x
—t
J
Brstre AND Use; ‘Tt is aed. aati
ing its abuses is concerned; and it seems to to note any pew feature appeating |in con- A
DrEAM DIssofviNg, : It ‘was tao
be hastening towards that ‘condition. We'l nection with the onter prise of James Vick, nearly
a prevalent notion some” years ago
‘already see that political ‘conventions shape Esq., of Rochester, N. Y. His business,as ‘that - ¢érops grew spontaneously on the

their policy to win its support.

of it. Our correspondent deals justly and
bly with the matter on our first page.

After all,

3

4

western prairies, and that if a family
.

.

could.

4

“1

go down,

or thé wheels of business begin to'lag or threat-

to stop. The courses that’ pay expenses this season are few ; many are ‘given up.after a trial; and
here and thére the closed hall leaves the fiterary
appetite to whet ifself into sharpness for another
genson., Monty this Priva fon. would set come,

Ww

isl

y::

__

=

e

A

Bw

rE

Or

x

Tg

NSAHBEP

AL:

fre

association with stronger ones,

the hearts that have long prayed for this: result,

The West,

to thé church awaken a satisfaction that is peculiarly grateful, Pastor and people are heartily
in sympathy with each other, and are laboring

‘stitute of the R. I. and Mass, Y, M.
expected

ant to suffer or anticipate,

:

.

made the reading plain. "I dated it, ov in|

But it is pleasant to

pastor
latera

for a restoration to church standing, and pledged

I shall only speak

there is needed to complete it, the

$3,880,

Poor Pius!

”

5

American Expeditioh for

the

explora.

is encouraged

our

prayer.

hearts,

Many

and

to

here,

of those who

to the occasion,

glon with

Year's

to

their

bers of the

one

body, new

homes

the Marcy Avenue

tree

mem=-

friendships

having

been born and old ones renewed and strengthened, giving to each a warmer interest in brather, sister and friend.
es
CoM.

hg:

the fact

This magazine

All

in any way interested in the college should

of

scribe for this magazine.

have made

It will keep

C BANDWICOH

read:

ers well informed as to college news. All interested in educational and liferary matters should
subscribe.
Only $1.00 a year.
Subscribe
80 as to receive the January number.

Send subscription to

.

“It

we

must

walk

handsome

|-

which

are

(or years) from date, I p
se to
pay
to the order of.the President afid Trustees of

occas-

ions of mutual pleasure and profit.

]

now,

Bates College, a corporation

“The-revival interest in the church at
Pawtucket still continues. The members

of the church have been

generally

ton,

J. H. HurcHINs,

and

the

the work is done.

it is hoped, have

claimed.

twelve

heen

or

converted

other

good

faith,

Eight or ten

of Prayer

now

Cummins

has

pastor

great

diligenck.

church

by

to

There

baptism’

last

Sabbath, Jan. 4th.
The Park St..church, under the pastorate
of

Rev.

8.

G.

Woodrow,

has

received

some-quickening as the result of the Three
Days’ Meetings held with it. There have
also been conversions. [The pastor reports
~ the financial condition as more hopeful. The Roger Williams church continues to
enjoy the large general prosperity for
which the present pastorate has been mark-

large and increasing,

of union, which has

been

The pastor of the Greenwich

St. church

Sabbath,
illness. This

- after a short but distressing
interest is now but little more than three
years old, yet as a power of good it is manifestly strgng and effective. The pastor has
Nard,

and

his

labers

under

have been ‘abundantly blessed. The Sab.
bath congregations are large; and almost®
every feature of the interest is hopeful:
Rev. J. W. Dunjee has closed his labors

with the Pond St. church,
ful

pastorate of more

after a success-

thin

. Popular and influentjal, there

three * years,
can

"The chureh has been greatly

strengthened and blessed by his labors:

"

:

it would be: advantageous
.

A

.

}

y

:

prayers

and

best

wishes

C.

shall

meet in
be sepa»

!

Jan TH ISTE i

given

a very

in need of a pastor.

~

, CHICAGO,

is seeking

bishopric

y %

:
church

Address, Westford, Conn.

D.C. WHEELER.

ILL. We leatn

that the

pastorate

increasing, the hopefulness of the church grows
greater, the &fligious-interést seems gradually

rising, afew: cases of conversion grbatly gladden

1.

the church at North Montville, Dee, 19—21.
A
fod and we trust a profitable season was en-

“will

ot

E. PRESCOTT,

Clerk.

|

meetings of worship were very interesting and
profitable.
Preaching by Rey. D. Waterman, of
the Farmington Q. M., E. G. Page, of the Bowdoin Q. M., and G. W. Bean, Agent for the
Maine Central Institute.
Their faithful labor
will be remembered with gratitude for days to

i
Feb. term. Any’

church
next term cin corre8. BOWDEN, Clerk,

wishing to entertain the
spond with the clerk.

RENSSELAER

Q. M.—Held its winter

session

and faithful investigation, resulted in the

neéces-

sity of requesting the said Pratt to surrender his
credentials, and whereas, said credentials have
not been surrendered as demanded, therefore, =

ol ved, That the said T.

C. Pratt

be

pub-

ot the

has

become

vacant,

discipline him for the

and

its

last session

with the Compton ehurch, . We were cheered by
the presence of Bro. A. E. Boynton, from Lewiston, Me., who contemplates uniting with us.

This Q. M..is

in a low

state,

several

ofthe

churches not having reported themselves Yor a
.long time, while others are destitute of regular
Preaching.
he Eaton and Newport church
ave secured the labors of brother Boyaton,

who is to enter his new field in Jan.

next.

May

the good Lord abundantly
prosper his efforts,
There are two small churches
in Hatley, that
should unite and make one strong society.
They
neéd ministerial help.” The revival interest that
commenced one your
ago in the Compton church
still keeps up, and dt the close of our Q. M. on
Sunday evening about a dozen of the youth
came to the anxious seat as seekers for the
pearl
of great price,
We ‘are led to cry, it is the
Lord’s doings, und to him be all the glory.

Next - session with

‘the

1st

Hatley

March 14 and 15, 1874.
)
’
.
A. A. WOODMAN,

"LAWRENCE (N.Y,) %

church,

'0
gi

M.pHeld its Dec.

It says:

Rev
*
*
© **

|

E. B. Fuller, R. Parks

and8. W. Cowell

lately experienced at Dickinson,

bors of Rev, E. B, Fuller,

The

under

fa.

Sabbath sehool

D. 8. Smiri, Clerk.

| GaLIpUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M.—Held

’

its

last-ses$ion with the Girard church, Nov. 14—16,

an

anized by choosing Rev.

E. J.

Keville

Moderator.
All
the churches but one were
represented by letter -and delegates.
The session was one of gredt interest. Business was
done with despatch and perfect harmony.
“We
| were favored with the presence of Prof, Dunn,
of ‘Hillsdale, Bro, Clurk, of Wisconsin, Bro.
Chapel, of Steuben and Branch Q. M., and Bro."

Limbocker, and by their labors were much encouraged, The Saturday afternoon cenferance

meeting was interesting, and we trust jp the) assembly good seed was sown which shall
“spring
up and bring forth fruit to the honor and glory

of Ged,

The Spring Arbor church was received
:

*

\

about

as good a

COMBANION,

tractive

in. the

country,

and

for

©
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procuring advertisements for our paper

(name mens

tioned) in the above cities, and authorized
tract for advertisingsat our lowest rates.

to con-

21tf

.& CO.

"Yours traly,

</

per. hundred, $20
’*
“25

ted
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY
of the EYE~
SIGHT.
Tells how to Re=

F. 1B. HI. M.

Portland, Jan. 6, 1874,

35

Gentlemen or Ladies.

H Atwood, 10.00, and to con
and Abbie ABerry L. M’s,

;

copy, in paper covers, sent

BBA}

LEE

=...

Ch, Wells, Me, $10; Augusta, $15; Garland, $6,
31.00
Ch, Sabattus, 23.61; ¥acarappa, $2,
il
5.61
** Standish and Gorham, 5.00; Bowden Q M, 28.10,
Dec session,
|
3.10
Bowden-Q M, Oct session, 16.00, Temple ch, 1.72,
17.72
Scott Chester, 2.00; G Glidden, 1.00, Mrs Glidden, 20
50,
Rev

A

we

Col. by Rev 8 M Raggett,

Hymns !

reach of all, and it ought to be found
in fevery religious family thréughont the land.
:
B¥~Ask your bookseller for Winnowed Hymns.

‘

;
Clayton,

Joel Baker, Epsom, XN I

For

"

Heavy Paper Covers, 25 cents;
Board Covers,
30
¢

Mau

Rev A E Wilson, Gilberts Mills, NY.

;

‘8S. M. PETTENGILL
’

“=

Ry

=,

H. Dinsmore,of Bowdoinham,

Me., Nov.

Over There,” “Precious Name,” ““Smg of his Mighty
Love,” **Whiter than Snow,” “Cleansing
Fountain,”
and many others of equal excellence.
Price of

EXPRESS,

Street,
N

1, Mr. Chas.

as beautiful little Book contains 128
pages of
choice Songs, such as “Sweet By and
By,” ‘“‘Jesus Loves even Me,” “I Need Thee,” “We’ve a home

Stetson

be

E Poestenkil!,

Ar 8. M. PETTENGILL

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

about town just now.

H Fonerden,

LESSON PAPERS.

a frightful cough

J. C. Osgood,

‘Mr. Wm. H. Tenney and Miss Katie Meserve, both
of C. Déc. 24, Mr. Charles E. Small, of Raymond,
and Miss Hattie-A. Somés, of C.

<
N'Y,

°

sowing ‘the seeds of consumption or. bronchitis in
your lungs or throat, to send for the only remedy !
Never was there a cough or cold: that could resist
the healing operation of Hales Hipey of Horehound
and Tar. Crittenton’s 7 6th Avenue. Sold "by all
Druggists.
i
J
:
:

Mr. Wm.

In Casco,

(THE

W

Dr Liner Doyo Toma:

publication

Rev.

If you can not get it, send at oyceto the Publishers.

A Moulton, Derby Line, Vt.

MM

no

Noy. 2l,

BIGELOW.&
cago.

‘*

VEGE1INE is composed-of the best ‘Vegetable in:
DARE

R.

»

**

Chesterville, Me,

of Boston;
i§ a thor-

In

The low price at which this excellent collection of
soul-stirring S0n£s is offered brings it within the

a

Lavinia Fox,*Ashford, N Y.

phie May, Mrs. Rebecca: Harding Davis, and Mrs.
TLouiss Chandler Moulton;
No, writers more at:

.
-

had

gredients the dispensary of Nature furnishes.

address, by Bro. Sprague, was very interesting,
a

fourn’s

have

young people more enterprising and useful.

revival,
the

THE

We

as any one,

Haye#, Edward Eggleston, Louisa M. Alcott, Se-

was

gations The communion segson was a most,
‘solemn and interesting season, quite a number
subjects of quite an extensive

Purgative Pills to

oughjy wide-awake paper, having. among its contributors such writers as I’rof. DeMille, Dr. I I.

ppiritual, and listened fo by an attentive eongre~

Pos

any by recommending Parsons’

Warner, Jan.

Nichols, of Ashiand, and Miss Ella 4* ~

of Warner.

‘receipt of twenty-five cents.

* ‘D H Adams. Lyndon Cen, Vt.

JnKnown

Star

25, by

Milton,

and Miss Hattie L. Collins, of R.

J D Waldron, Warren, Vt.

John Twitchell, Plymouth, Me,

in more

the Morning

ball, both of Penfield.
dn _Contoocqok, Nov.

NH dyesioott, of W.,and Miss Mary R. Nudd, of Canrbury,
;
3
Dec. 25, by Rev. N. Brooks, Mr. Marvin A. Proc.
on ot Auburn, and Miss Emma A. Haines, of Manester,
JanTh-by Rev. Wm. H. Fonerden, M. D., at the
residence of the bride’s parents, Mr. Simeon D.
Horton, of New York ued and Miss Lucretia H,
‘Dustin,
‘of Poestenkill, NY.
In Richmond, Oct, 30, by Rev. E. G. Page, Mr.
George G. Page and Miss
Mary E. Wilson, both of

Forwarded,

Jesse Brockway, Tamarek, Ill.
‘Fi'H Noble, New London, Ohio.
S P Gaskill, Hiawatha, Kas.
Rufus A Jghnson, care P* Creech,
ton Co, NC. (2)
V Blood, Whitefield, N H.
J B Lash, Maineville. O,
== (J Davis, Beaver Dam, Wis.
T F Paine, N Anson, Me.
“M C Walters, Clay Mills, Iowa,
John Forest, Jr, 8 Barton, Vt,
Thamas P Miles, Limerick, Me.
Louisa Colburn, Leonardsville, N
Wim B Hart. Box 35, Providence,
A S McLean, Milton Mills H,

Churchmen, and’ condescendingly

of

»

of

the residence

..

A Whiteher, Benton, N

he says the ‘ritualistic gentle-

If we can benefit the ros

Dec. 28, at

Mr. Frank P.

* W Bodine, Durand, Lil. _
** W Whitfield, Pierpont. N'Y.
‘* W H Waldron, Norwich, N Y.
‘J P Longley,-Madison, Me.
‘** E B Fuller, C Dickenson, N Y.,
*
O Pitts, Sp mageld, Me.
4 S Williams, doy d’s Lrgek, Adair Co, Mo.

.

than whispers that ¢¢ Keble worship” has done
|. the English Church much harm, thousands having been seduced into Romanism by the poet’s
sweet and flowing rhymes.

A

* BS Gerry, Dexter, Me.
** J 8 Potter, Wakefield, N H.
** J H Cox, E Randolph, Vt. ** LL B Starr, Dale, N Y.
** & H Hubbard, Honey Creek, Wis.
‘* WW Phillips, Westfield, Wis,
*
** * A Dick.
Pierpont,
QO.
:
** + J G Munsey, E Tilton, N-H. *
‘“ W H Yooman. Springvale, Me,
=** J Ashley, Adamsville, Mich.

-

the aid of

It is also beginning to be said

.

v.58. W. Cow-

Gi. CORLISS and Miss SARAH S. MOORE, both

Penfield.

Bunker—E

D 8 Frost, Jonesville, Vt.
:
8 Summerlin, Horton. lowa.
A A Smith, Portland,
M¢,
J Mariner, Providence, R I.

**

say that the “ Low Churchmen are a hundred
times more ‘¢ sound’ than the Romanists in dis-

guise.”

both of P.

Edna B. Lindsey,

of .the bride's.
father, Mr. W. D. Hulst and Miss Angeline
A. Kim -

. BY MAIL.

men shall obey the laws: of the Church.
The
men of this party are stretching. out their hands

willing to do so.

sion at
Dickinsog.
early one half of the
churches failed to represent themselves, either
by letter oy delegation. The preaching by Rev,

BERT

A

Books

progress to Rome.
Bishop Ellicott, the wellknown commentator, is the representative of

Low

Mr.

D. Seekins

‘of Mooers. Dec. 24, at the F.
$aptist ki
hd A. Fletclier and Miss Rebecca Oldham, both
°
:

A7Single

While, then, we Lold_ that the formularies of
the «Church of England do not authorize any
priest to teach that private confession is a condition indispensable to
forgiveness of sin after
baptism; and the ¢
of England’ does not
justify any parish
Ht in requiriug private
confession as a condition of reeeiving holy communion, we _also hold that all who, under the
circumstances above “stated; have “claimed the
rivilege of private confession are entitled to
t; and that the clergy are directed under eer- |
tain circumstaneges ‘to “move” persons to such
confession.
Dr. Pusey’s word will have more weight with I
the High Church party than that of the bishops.

chance to know

ses-

various

—.
rue—
‘LT A Trafton—M
Tyler—J White—S8 Wood—
L Webster—R W Waite—D M
Wiley—J W Wells—John
Westcott—W R Wadsworth—S Wells—A Whittemore—
G W Ware—J Wakeman—E Welch—A -G Wilder—Miss
S Wyman—JM Winsor—MrsJ Whitcomb—H Washburne
Edd Wilson—8 D Wiggin—H J White—J M Young—-S'B
oung.
3
:

The average salary of Methodist - ministers in
“California is said to be about $992 per year.
Confession
ingthe
Church of England
is
brought up again®y a declaration on the subject
signed by Dr. Pusey and déveral others intended to correct ‘the serious misapprehensions”

to the

Beede—~N

L. Gerrish,

Miss Lucy

<1 Mr. Dennis
Hart, of E., and
M{ss Mary Smith, of
ona. In Altona, Sent. 27, by the same, Mr, Joseph Frenur and Miss
Hannah Dowval, both of E.
Nov.28, Mr. James M. Atwood and Miss Eva A.
Comer, both of A. In Mooers, Nov. 19, REV, HER-

J Sampson—H F Snow
Ste)y eMpY A’ Btarbird—A S—
Mrs O Smith—J D Smith—8 W. Schoonover—

-GW

Governmentor the prestige of rank, is at this
time a far greater religious power in England
than Westminster Abbey and St. Paul’s put to:
.
gether.”

this parfy, and

W

Rev. A.

Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr. John

In Ellenburgh,'N. Y., April Br

Received.

Battell-J

“Jan. 7, by

A. Barnes and Mrs.

Smith—A

to

the best anti-bilious medicine in the country,we are

Clerk.

both of P.

subscribers, and orders of

L Bunker—E

Jan, 1, by

dlpheus L. Goodridge and

CHAPLAIN MCCABE AND REV. D. T. MACFARLAN,

ligious influence over the masses in England today.
After attending carefully to the services
at Westminster Abbey and'St. Pars, the great
centers of influence in the Church of England,
and also at the Tabernacle of Mr. Spurgeon, he
was fully persuaded thatthe unendowed Bap-

on the subject.

1y4l

WINNOWED HYMNS!

the religious aspects of the old world: ¢ Beyond
ull question, ‘without the aid of the unendowed
churches of England, there would be little of ie-

ranks, without

:

A FINE COLLECTION
OF
:
The Best Hymns and Tunes for Revivals,
:
Prayer and Camp Meetings,
CAREFULLY COMPILED BY

aroused by. thé advances of Ritualism’ in its

M.—H¢éld

at "|

Just

Rev. Dr. Stuart Robinson, of Louisville, Ky.,
who has just returned from his foveign tour, expressed the following opinion,in a sermon on

tist, risen fromthe

y

In Greene, Me., Jan. 1, by Rev. 6. R. Daggett, at
the residence of
ra Pratt, Mr, Samuel M. Prats,
of G., and Miss Abbié F. Moody, of Livermore, Me.
In Epsom, Nov. 17, by Rev. J. Baker, Mr. Calvin
D. Clark, of Barnstead, and Miss Sadie A. Doe, of

Hall,three miles

Episcopal

lished in the Morning Star and Baptist Union,
as unworthy the confidence of the public as .a
It is"said that the old * High Church” party
i
.
minister of the Gospel.
i
© I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
‘| in the Anglican
Church is beginning to be

UNION (I: Q.) Q.

session

.

MARRIED

nearly

second,

‘

Clerk.

Blake—Mary B Bickford~M- C Buswell-D P Ballard-§
Bisbee—J Batcheler—J Brockway—I Boomhower—N W
Bixby—J Blake—L Ballard—H
Burris—O Butler—8 F
Bean
8 Burbank—T
—P
H Batcheler—J M Brewster—H
J Couch -M P Clougl ~T B Curtis--M Cole—8 W Curtis
—Mrs AB Cusby—E Cass—I B Coleman—8 D Call—E
Currier—D Calléy—=TV B ay
A A, Doturn—g
Cook—T Currier—J B _Carr—C Chaffee—M
Curtis—S W
Cowell—Mrs J Clark—Mrs A F Craig—M B Churchill—M
I Colby—C I Clifford—M Cassells--D Dow—J Dix— R
Daveuport—3 H Decoster—C A Darling—W ¥F Davis—
J 8° Dinsmore—~E J D
H R Cook—-J B Davis—F
Cooledge—J Chamberlain—E ( Cook—M 8 Davis—1 B
Crockett—RM Carl—J B Colvin—E ¢ Cofin—BF ElEastman (2)
Foisa

violation of his consecra-

+
a

Reformed

a

La

Particulars free, Address 0, Stinson & Co. , Portland, Maine.

i

; Publisher's Notes.

Letters

=J

hopeful

with

13 Maiden
[aiden Lage
Lane, § N, Y,

20 rer day! Agents wanted! All classes of working
peoplesof elthior sex, young or old, make more mony at
. ‘work for vs in their spare moments or all the time than st anything
- *
else,

v

Cheney,

nr vax.

Sold by Drug-

Pricg50

E53
RI
E

J

G A Ames—J Ackley—G J Abbot—S P Amsden—T Anthouy-4 Atwater—W
S-Alger—] Adams—J D Ashbaugh
—E K Abbott—N Brooks—H
C Bowén—S8 Bowden—JM
Bowerman—J M_Brewster—D C Bristol—J W Blaisdell

tion vows in organizing a schismatical bedy.

oyed.
Next session at Palermo Center, Feb, 20—22.

kind people,

of Rev. J. Malvernin Chicago bas several ens
cournging features. The congregation i steadily

H

’

synod

and

gists, or'sent by Muil,

$H to

.

First, to ascertain and record the fact that the

Clerk.

nrtaking of the Lord’s supper for the first time,

ford, Conn,”
»
o
I shall be glad to correspond with any

ways.

3

our

a field of labor, will find here’a

churches in the State of the same faith and
order into one consolidated orga
nization
~

D.

to

ready to give a fair support to a good map. Parties may address “ Deacon Lemuel Willis, West-

Among other things, it would bring all our
wd

pastor, Rev.

ing, any good minister of Christ, that

consummated,

in many

sent

HAVING resigned the pastorate of the Free
Baptist church at Westford, Conn., to take effect
the 1st Sabbath in April; T take pleasure in, say=-

still

Q. M. the question of the unibn of the Q. M.
with the Asso. was submitted to the churchbe

been

——

The Week of Pray-

Could such a’ union

our beloved

have

‘Wheeler, has seen fit to resign the pastorate of
‘the Westford F. B.'church, and said church having appointed us a committee to draft a set of
resolutions forthe Star, therefore,
Resolved, 1. hat it
gives us great griefto part
thus with dur beloved pastor, his pastorate havying been of that character Avbich has won our
confidence and hearts.
;
§
2. That the Jarge additions made to the church
during his pastorate speaks of his efficiency and
-untiring zeal,
°
:
3, That we recommend Bro. Wheeler to any
church needing a pastor, as a worthy and able
minister of the gospelof Christ.

Wegtford; Con;

eris being observed in many of the churches.
:
At the last session of the Western R. I,
es,

-

LEMUEL WILLIS,

“sithout a pastor, Greenville, Georgiaville
and others. These meetings have generally resulted in the quickening of the church-.

es and conversions.

:

F. DUNHAM,
te Com.
JOSHUA HENISTON, *) ,0

Days* Meatligs have been\held
‘Three
with some of the above named churches,
also with the churches at Tiverton,

of the

#

ever follow our
He brother until we
that land wherg pastor and people shall
rated no more.

not “but

H.

. HINCKLEY, OHIO. Last Sabbath seven followed their Saviour in baptism, and eleven united with the ¥, B. church.
AG. W,

4, That

‘be general regrets at his departureto a dis-

tant field.

Wawel

Whereas,

God

White,

Lawrence Q. M., are licentiates, and not. ordained ministers, as they appear to be in the last

THE following resolutions
this office for publication :

"was able to resume his labors last

iabored

Com.

WE are informed that Brethren M.

Jans. 8,

fair to culminate in a geneéral revival.

-

E. TIBBETS,

MONTVILLE, Q. M.—Held its last session with

come.
No request for the

G. Corliss, N. N. Niles and A. L. Morey,

|

increasing, . bids

then

0.B.C.

work while the day lasts.”

Register,

Just now “the spirit

together.

labor given for the Divine Master.—* Let us

ed."An indebtedness of several. thousand

dollars has been discharged during the past
year.
The Sahbath congregations
are

its last ses-

with the church at West Stephentown, eommenetainment was given by the Sabbath school, which
ing‘Dec. 12. The conference was well attended.
was every way successful.
The exercises conall evincing a purpose and desire to transact
sisted of speaking gnd singing, &ec., under the
business with an eye to the advancement of the
cause of Christ,
Harmonyand
divection of Mr. S. P. Cliase,the-Superinte nde
. union characterThen followed the “distribution “of ‘over three ized its proceedings. - Conference voted the res
neyegl of brother V. Elliot's license, _
hundred gifts from the Christmas tree. The
>xt session with tlie Stephentown
church.
‘Superintendent
We were providentially favored with the presand the Pastor and
his wife
ence and labors of Rev, C. E. Blake, who re-:
were kindly and generously remembered.
mains for a few days to protract the meetings,
On the evening of January 5th, the annual
The meetings of worship were very precious
meeting of the Ry Rapin society of this place
seasons.
The collection
on the
Sabbath of
was held. Rev, ATM. Freeman was invited to twelve dollars ($12.00,) was voted for the Foreign
Mission.
Conference passed the following resoremain with the church another year, and he
lution:
:
accepts. As the past has been pleasantly and
Whereas, At the spring session of the Rensprofitably spent in the Master’s work, so may
selaer Q. M.,charges were preferred against Rev.
I. C. Pratt, pastor of the Grafton church, by
this next year witness a deeper work of grace
members of said church, which, after a careful
in our hearts, and more earnest and prayerful

have,
however,
been some recent conversions,
Three were received to the mem-

bership «of the

:

M, BAILEY,

Hold its next

ce

hi

8, transparCures all erup-

- 18 not injurious.

In Pitttsfleld,

-

Church, have visited Peoria Ill., where a large
congregation listened to a sermon which the
seceding bishop delivered in the Presbyterian
Church.
Notice was given that a church would
be organized in that city onthe following Sunday.
Proceedings have been instituted against
Dr. Cummins in the Ecclesiastical Court of the
Episcgpalian body on two separate grounds:

.

commencing Friday, Feb. 37, at 3 o’clock. P. M.

all

FARNUMSVILLE,
MASS. The Christmas Festival this year in our society presented very attractive features, in which -8 large number of
people participated. A very’ inferestiff¥enter-

and his family are directing this
with

1fit can be,

the whole

Spen-

H, D. PARSONS, Clerk.

VAN BUREN (lewa) Q. M.—Held

com:

Making

-

the

sion
with the Ripley church, Dee. 5-7.
A
pleasant sessiop was enjoyed, and a good, earJost feeling was manifest in the meetings of worship.
Next session with the Hillsborough chureh,

Not

830,000,

Bishops Cummins

»

in

Ministers and Churches.

the relief of those made destitute by the
‘stopping of the mills. at that place. The
enterprise

his

2

is being

largely

given

maturity.

we will all meet and rejoice

The Free Baptist churches in Providence
* seem to be enjoying.a good measure of
“prosperity. At Olneyville, the church is
just

paid “at

mencement,—June 17.

4

directing
its energies

be

mencivg after ours is raised.

fidently expected,
One was received to
the fellowship of the churelr last Sabbath,

The Week

The next session will be held with
cer church, at Spencer, Feb. 13—15.

due allowance for the panic, I trust this | WATERVILL
E Q. M.—Held its last term with
matter may be closed upby our next comthe church at West Waterville, Dec. 24, 25. The

have been converted and reclaimed. in thé
school and village. Greater things ave con-

observed.

and

a few months to raise

effectively in the revival meetings held.
There is also a good revival interest in
the North Scituate church and among the

‘Jan. 4th.

.

§

immediately ?~ It has.been understood from
the beginning, that Mr. Wood should h.ve

re-

Rev. T. C. Brown" has. labored

students of Lapham Institute.

annu-

quite $4000 are now wanted to complete
our work.
Will not our friends forward it

fifteen,

and

interest

Sir

_Of course the notes are to

with the Western Q. M. In the latter.
church
a revival interest commenced early
in November, and some

Lewis-

Write a note somewhat in * this form,
sign it, and send it to A. M. Jones, Treasurer .of Bates College, Lewiston, Me., ahd

One of them is con-.

nected with the Association

and

in

Clerk,

kinds to be filled, that

.

minister’s pulpit last Sunday.

‘

ally at the rate of seven and 8-10 pér cent.

awak-

ened, and some twenty have been converted.
:
There are two Frée Baptist churches . in

the town of Scituate.

Maine,~——dollars

existing

Feb.

J.

d by druggists,
folby
:

the Somplaxion, It imparts s
ency and rosy freshness to the

tions of the

Jan.

The Agent ofthe Piinting Establishment desires

church ve-

‘

‘

15 the best proparation mn” the world for beautifying

its next -ses-

church, commencing

Q. Mx will

ey, sent in new

adhesion of churches at Monkton, N. B., and in
one of the suburbs of Philadelphia.
Rev. T. J. McFadden, yector of St. Paul's

neglect of the means of grace, owingpartly to
hard Himes,
The March term has been changed

o

hold

to say to those who have made remittances of mon-

principles, ‘declar-

alone, ‘alone we

{

raf y.
there be a general
Let
;f E. Nov, 20, Mr, William J. Deselets, of ManchesThe mission. comniseee
will be in sessionSaturday
ter, and Miss Georgiana Hall, of E. Dee. 31, Mr.
a $ O'clock, ready to receive official applications
Charles B, Marden, of Plaistow, and Miss Phena
aid,”
or
.
:
L. B. TASRER, Clerk. . Leighton, ot E.

’
Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
To those who desire to give their legal
Church, Littleton, Col., has ‘announced his ad=|
obligation
at
onee,
including
those
who
Rhode Island Notes.
| heston to thé réformed movement. Rev. Wal~have=made pledges and {hose who have
ter H. Moon ,of St. John’s Church, Denver, near
The condition of the Free Baptist church- not, T will say that they can do so in the’
LITTLE SIOUX VALLEY Q. M.—Held its sixth by, on hearing of the disaffection, telegraphed’
quarterly conference with the Union church. A to the missionary society at New York to withv
es in this state is not without features of in- following manner:
pleasant and refreshing season was enjoyed,
hold any further aid to the Lattleton church,and
terest. The ministers continue to hold
.
Wy!
—18T4.
although a general dearth in religious mafters
proposed to take possessien of the seceding
was reported from the different churches from
For a’ valuable et
monthly nieetings in the vestry of the

‘Roger Wiliiams church,

Bonegap

will

from Bristol Yilage on the turnpike, Churches
will please forward ih eirgassegsments without fakh

‘Brooklyn.
He attaches no slight importance to
the announced adhesion of Rev. Dr. Goddard of
Staten Island. And among othersigns of promise claimed are a call for an organization at Geneva, I1l., marked sympathy at St. Louis, and

sub-

its

M.

Bridgewater,
Jan. 23—25, inNIpion

view of the prospects of the-new movement. He
expects that services will be at once begun in,

is

issued.

Farther, the

its open-commuion

Bishop

class.of Bates College; and also that it is’a paper
que ofthe best college publications

Q.

“

Church,and install its pastor,

walk before God.”

"that theré is a magazine published by the Jupior
well worth the perusalof all.

(1)

the

oy

vened them together.”

Zp

ogi

ERNE

MADA
DE ME
ROSSA’S

fuse to organize under’ the call which had con-

iterates

The Bates Student.
We wish to kegp before our readers

the

owth will soon indicate,
§ cents per bottle,

the pressure of business
its open-communion views and practices. The
connected with the close of the volumes of our
pretext avowed for itsrexclusion was that it was - three papers,
all coming at the close of
year, is
* under discipling.” The echugeh is now out our only excuse for any delay. The workthe that
our
with a manly and dignified protest, in which it letters received, (from one hundred to one hundred
Ldenies this allegation and protests against
the | and fifty daily for the last two or three weeks) has
action of the council; and claims that, ¢ If for been such that we could not keep quite up with
our orders, and"it is quite a task to send off 2000
any reason jt was proper for the other churches
chromos. ‘We could hot get our orders promptly
to refuse to sit with this church, the only'thing Ailled
ir Boston or New York, and hence our delay
which was left for them to do was simply to rein part. Hereafter we hope to be more prompt.

feeling

many

brought

:

¥

.

Bn am

guite a rise in pyi-

CUMRERLAND
Q° M. will
convene at Mechanics
Falls, Jan: 23, at 9 o’clock, A: wv. Ministers’ Confer.
ence Tuesday P. M, and evening preceding,

through thd efforts of Rev. Dr. Fulton sand some.
‘other zealous close-commumionists, because of

In short, the evening’ clos-

that closer ties bound together the

Boston,

53

Baflon & Curtis,of

taken

he 1st Woltboro’ church, Feb. 6. ‘Let the ehurch8 as voted, take up 3 little collestion,to pay Q
M. Missionary,
>
v
J. CHICK,
Clerk,

5

‘Lee Avenue Church, Brooklyn, was exclud.ed from thie council recently ealled to recognize

added to the

And later a New

in

A

ed

.

WoLFBoRoUGH Q.M.will od its winter term with

v

of Racine is a prominent
;
TY

amount of $85,000

distribition, and some of the older éhildren ()

and

altars

event,

sociation,

.
ladies,
at the

yielded up its fruitto the hands of eager ‘recipfentss The Poor were well remembered in the

pledges to the college on the £50,000 have
already given the legal security, as- they
say they desire to help the college in any

* Denouinainal News.and Not,

the

variety of the eveting, in rehearsing parts suited

In all

our

to

rhe

FY Tn TATE

ie Notices and Appointments,

Wisconsin will be chosen-at Milwaukee, Feb. 11.

Rev. Di. DeKoven
candidate,

:

i

Especial Notice. N

Warns Go.

A First Methodist Church has beey opened in

Morrell.

allusions

The members of the S. School

that is that we owe Benjamin E. Bates
a-debt we never cin pay, and that tae colis, into

work, and anticipates real and important successes if the needed money is provided. - Will it
be?

happy

Sg

GR

31, instead of Feb. 7, as previously stated.
HI
oir
ret
IS
HAWK,
»

General.

ex-pas-

and

. An ample supper was provided by the
some four hundred persons being seated
tables.

lege shall be taken as the cause of missions

in its

Brooks

SEAR

MR

AE

ces, notwithstanding the ‘financial pressure, Pur-

the<Oity of Mexico.
+
A
:
dxi
A cll is sounding in some parts of the Interior for a German bishop.
of
N
there [* A successor. to the
Jate Bishop Armitage of

since. forgotten,

;

voice

Libby,

,

yi

hd

Concord;N. H., live Just

past, which brought «fresh to mind much ‘long f. The Fair of the Young Woman's Christian As-

my life I have never so realized the value
there is in a few kinds words: From young
and old there is but one

so-

Year's

to a company highly gratified with the experstands "ediment,
and all returned

The Ladies’ subscription

thanks for their words of welcome.

at -the

New

:
were?read from

These letters contained

‘The Boston Q. M. will plense accept my

“nineteenth century, because it persists in refus-’]
ing to reproduce the tenth,
Whereat
his devotees snuffle with him as if in sympathy, and the
rest of the wor 1d gives him a pitiful smile and

Stevens,

of : were not forgotten.

of New York, the sum of $1,218.

confarm, at bold Protestants who won't be scar=
. ed, at Tational thinkers who won't stop sending

ban, and

tors

$3,782, and there is needed to complete it,
and to secure $1000 from Mrs. E. W. Page,

for pathet-

supremacy, at] old * Cathollgs who won't
are put under

for mypny years.
Letters full of interest

the

sum

on

bers, with those who have found a howe

not

The subscription now stands $46,120, and

ic words against civil rulers who won't confess to

© —Tue

and

“$500 of it on the Ladies’ subscription, was’
raised in about an hour's time. .,

service to

hat, Where are
‘Who ought to join

~=Tue Pore still indulges himselfin fulminat-

tion of parts of Palestine,

weeks,

was. held

."

wi

1

WEE

and Music Agents wild notice that tke
Ministers
Organs and Mélodeons made, ¥

ment to al present, bringing into" closer social
relations those who have recently become ‘mem-

truth. But this is of little account,one way
or the other. A simple ‘statement of the
comdition and wants of Bates College to the,
Boston Quarterly Meeting now in session
here was enough. Sixteen hundred dollars,

“thetic confession
of ‘his sad backs}idings, asked

passes on,

several

should have been,

shrewd and growing Kansas polifieian whose
soul was given over to worldliness, has lately
come forward with a most profound- and pa

out books that

home

Me.,

J

h the Bhp
Spring =ArboAtior
r
church,church
2, HATCH; Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY;

.| evening, in the vestries of their church. The
. occasion was one of great interest. and enjoy-

on retiring last might was lower ‘than, it

the true and wholesome way to grow.

ing hot and hard ahd what'are meant

of tlie North '8t, church, congregation and

clety,in Bath,

having succeeded during the time in raising
a single-dollar: If T say that my courage

think he may have gained ‘conscience as well as
astuteness during the last eight ‘years, That is

his

from

‘Church Reunion...

A reunion of the past and. present members

I write this note from Lynn, To this
city I came last evening, having been ab-

Sent

o-

Tm

tended to date ’it, Bostqn, Dec. 25, 1873.

.

a

J

‘showed a firm, ‘steady determination to press
forward to
88 the goodly land. We were
favored with two excellent sermons from Rev.
L. Hathaway, of the Sebac Q. M., for which we
are grateful,
B. M. HAGaETT, Clerk.

coming of a personal blessing faom the Lord. .

Ly¥NN, Mass., Jan. 7, 1874:
A date to my,Jast letter in the Star will

|

principle and more policy, setting a lower value
on theriglits of the people and a higher one on
his own personal interests, thanthe general pub-

himself afresh to Christ and a faithful

Ba

Re——

) actors; and while the first seems thoroughly like
himself,
the latter appears as a man having less

‘religion. God be thanked
“the other similar prodigals
him?

Te

:

..

Ba‘es College Endowment. ,

_astute diplomacy that he writes, in which the
‘leading minds Qf the continent chiefly figured.
Napoleoii; and Bismarck are most prominent

—Rev. L 8, KALLOCH, once the noted
of Tremont Temple church; Boston, and

©

it Tighter at no distant diy. . The interest felt in
the success of the church in Chicago 1s~ deep and
of
wide-spread, and every Indication of real prose
-| perity 13 bailed by many as they would’ hail‘ the

~

Tt is a long chapter of state secrets and

lic would have believed.

It is generously borne, and with a prospect of finding

March,

Jan, 7.

;

wy

chasers will learn the new prices of agénts. =
: SPRINGFIELD ( 4) h M.—Held its
ses.
_ ‘Organs from other firms supplied as fdrmerly,
sion with the Springtield and Carroll last
“church,
and some at large reduction of prices. ,
The delegation was small, yet the session was
one of
interest. The Lord was present to own Applyto.
» L,L, HARMON, ~~
*
and bless his people. The brethren and sisters.
- + “Portsmouth, N. H.
5 BH

with’ the

the month

tells us many things touching the: war in Europe
in'1866 that are as surprising as” they - are full of

interest.

that it. will be ‘held

-church in Olneyville during

—KARL BLIND, writing
10 the N. A. Review, |

>

00

dn

K

he

session
Wo, ext1a

"£6 the Senate in conection with the U. 8, Con- prosperity,
ail
0 ed unitodlystof thidgréat ends of church
life, and
* suTite at Valparaiso. If that means whatit | Arrangeents.
are
in
progress
for the ‘not without hope and gladwess. The financial
. ‘se¢ms to, we know of several people. who will next annual meeting of ‘the Minister's In- loadis still a heavy one,
but ite is bravely and
be ready to congratulate the Government on the
security of a faithful officer and a creditable rep-

3

obs.

SEN

into the Q. M. Bro.I. P. Bates was chosen
responding messenger to Steuben and Branch corQ.
M, The Sabbath gollectioh ‘was $880,

and some actual and more prospective additions

orn Q. M., however, seems gt present to-be
"name of Ebenezer Knowlton as having been sent | enjoying full more than its usual degree of

resentative, but who will;at the same time, deep-+ - ly regret large and real losses at hong, not pleas-
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and give weak churches the advantags o

munities seeking something still higher and surer
in the shape of mentpl hutriment!
ap
* the‘mention
ton
Washing
from
=REPORTS
.
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM
:
This little book has been revised by.the author, ds
been clothed in an Sntirely new drons and
presents
a very comely
appearance. It sho d be in every
Baptist family.
, Let every
pastor and church-mem bei Dave a oo) y sof iy
revised ‘and useful
“book. Price, in 'cloth, only 25 ats.;m papercovers
15 cts.

Intier

Tostagesexira;

cents

°°

on

the former. 4 cts., on the

wh

3
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“BY AURELIA,
—ee—

of our Saviour we have

Are joy and sorrow, happiness and pain,

And, thickly scattered over hill and plain,

Who, in the first sweet blossoming of youth,
‘Were taken, with. pure hearts o love and
~
truth,
To bloom within God’s paradise instead.
Perhaps they left us’in the springtime hours;
e
Ww hen birds sang sweet, and rippling subshin
+ Tay
On all arotmd us; but ‘they, took away
The brightness from the sunshine and he flowJe

rd
Or, when the winter w inds were sobbing low,
Breathing a mournful cadence on the gir,

And o'er the sleeping forms so loved and fair,

.

A shroud was

ed,

She spoke to no one, noticed

Vainly did parents

no

one.

and’ friends, who

had

woven of the fallibg snow.

do,

«1

child,

it is impossible for us. fully to understand. .| leave thee.’
You believe, tod, that our young friend,
+*On the other hand, it ‘takes

one. lingering

without

And, with our be arts o’erwhelmed with bitter | doubt!”
reply.
triumphant
the
_was
paint,
,
“ Can't you too believe !”
|,
and,
forms,
dear
their
on
last
We gazed our
dot was Frances’ earnest anA UTES
then
| §wer, und, as she lified her ‘head, there
We gave them back untothe earth again; i
And left them to the sunshine and the riin,
was a more trustful light in the tearful
Bright hopes. have scattered sunlight oer our
, way,
And ‘brightened up the future’s misty haze
With golden visions of the coming dass,
Then sudden at our feet in yuins lay.

eyes.

ting’s death,”

who has thus suddenly passed

say, ** reininds me of a story 1 heard years
ags. And yet, it is not so much the accldent, as the different view people- take of
it, which reminds me of that story. Indeed, I have never heard any one say that a

Then softly covered them from ruder gaze ;
The light which they bad shed on future days
Now darkened tp a drooping funeral pall.

flash of lightning,

All earthly pleasures now but empty toys,

sudden

Praying for strength to bear the Welry hours,
‘With falt’ring hands sadly we scatter flowers
O’er the graves of buried hopes and joys.

drowning.were

jndgments

God, Wj hout thinking of it, for it

from
a

made

Mhpression on my mind,and 1 know not
deep
but my whole life has been changed by this
one remembrance.”

But still on all around their forms they cast,
And, melted into shadows, seem to glide,
Pale, silent phantoms o’er the memory’s tide,
Pointing with shadow fingers to the past.

“ What is the story, Grandma?It way

Within the sweet eternal By-and-By ;
There is no Sys) in that laud above.

"+ Ethel

God’s J Til.
BY MARILLA,
came

home

from school

seriousness

on

were

prouder

we will

not

call

it a judgment;

tice; what every one else saw

| and no bride happier than the parents and
bride of Elbert Washburne-at the time of
his marriage with Ethel Everett.

Ty Fnamilylp Circle.
Frances Elwin

parents

her

happy face. Finding her-mother alone “in
thie sitting-room, she sat down for a few
moments’ conversation. Mrs. Elwin greeted her pleasantly, as was her wont, waiting
for Frances to speak first of the cause of her
apparent sadnesg, for she was sure of her
confidence, |,

“ Mother, do you believe in God's judgments?” the young lady asked at length.
‘“ My reply must depend “very much on
what you would eall God's judgments.
Many things are called so that might better

be termed his megcies.”

is represented

as having

‘words that were

taught

so quickly,

him.

Impossible

very beautiful, with heavy, waving, black as it may seem, it was true; Ethel had
hair, a rich, clear complexion, rosy lips, never thought that the mind of her boy
ard large, full brown eyes, which spake of could be darkened, until he was about five
a heart and mind strong and true, never years old, when, in asking him some simple
waveringin devotion to the loved, until question which he could not comprehend,
death should burst each tender bond. For the whole truth,in all its terrible bitterness,
some reason Elbert and Ethel Washburne flashed upon her. She did not speak, but
choose their new home in a secluded nook .going to her own room she shut herself in
among the mountains, far away from the —alone, with her trouble, and with her
city, and here they came, bringing servants God. What passed there no one ever
for farm and household.’
knew, but she came from that room with.a
¢¢ Elbert Washburne was a Christian who .new purpose in her heart and a new and
ever sought, by thoughtfuluess, kindness hallowed glow-on her countenance, far
From
and self-sacrifice, to make the lives of all surpassing all her former beauty.
around him brighter and better, and it that hour she was ever at the post of daty,
seemed that there was no other. abode- so working nobly and earnestly for God and
full of joy as ‘this home by tke mountain humanity. Whether tenderly caring for
her poor child, or ministering to the wants
lake.
‘ Ethel wasunlike
.
ber husband, for, of the sick and unfortunate,—among Ler
‘servants, or with her parents, she was ever
a light, a help, a trustful, humble Christian.

feauty

with
one,

‘“ He began speaking of the accident,

at

once, and I listened eagerly, hoping to nna
some comforts but, O mother,” and Frances

Elwin sobbed as though her heart would
break:
““ What is it, my child? what could he
say to trouble you so?” asked Mrs. Elwin.

“ He

said that although

Miss Nutting

seemed to be a pivus und exemplary

young

woman, yet ‘God knew

her hedit as we

could not know

that

it,

and

her

sudden

* death was no doubt a merited punishment,
direet from God, I thought I was unhappy

before, but this made me perfectly

miser-

able.

orany-

- thipg,

I could not sleep,

or visit,

It seems to me none of us are safe

up to the door to bid: Ethel good [liye
more, he found her in tears,

Jessle sat down by her ‘mother to sew.

dened by the thought: of my

absence,’

She was making a Billow:gase for her
little pillow.

he

own

«All this ?” she asked, in. a discontented
“Trust me in the hands of |
said, tenderly.
God,
and Ethel, trust yourself in his tone, holding the seam out.
“That is not to much for a little girl who
hands ! he said ferveatly, ina lower tone,

has-a work-basket

as he bent over and pressed his bps, to her
forehead.
.
« «IT could have the assurance
this monient that you gave your true

mother.

from
heart

to God- and his service, I/ should retun:
wholly blest, perfectly happy. Good-bye,
may God forever bless you,’ he whispered,
as he brushed away

her tears,

and, with

a

loving smile, gave her a last long kiss.
+ During the following week Ethel

of her

own,”

said

%

‘ed situations,

her

“Yes,” thought Jessie, ‘“mothgr has given

me a work-basket, and I oughf to be will
ing to sew,” and with that shé took a few
stitches quite diligently.
«I have a dreadful pain in my side,” said
Jessie, in a few moments. “My thumb is
very soré,” she said in a very few minutes
after. “Oh! my band is so tired.” That
And with

that

she

laid

BE

i

. Le

.

No

down

1

pe
i

1

~

story,

tribution.

ognized

few willbe new

would hold

did

I wonder

if her

things;

all the

even

AND

THE

-

it entire.

POETS.

—American "Temperance. Union.
2»

wen.”

I hive a listle girl whose greaf fault is
forgetting. She forgets to haug up. her
dresses ; she forgets to pnt buttens on her
shoes ; she forgets where she left her mit
tens, or the hammer,

or

her

thimble;

forgets 10 ‘do ‘her errands; she forgets

come home when she is told to.

she

to

Yet. she

always seems sorry when I talk to her, and
I think, to improve; but she does
means,
week, if it finds her no worse,
Every
not.
does not find her

better.

1 ofter

wonder

how it happens. In other respects Maggie
is a'good child. She is an industrious litle

girl, and speaks<the truth.. But all these

Pastors

are set to deal in a religious

==

Sold by

confesses his ~indebtedness; tet

It has the genius that belongs

the

unction

and

that is
angels’
to God
will to

to the vi-

humanity

that

Children will

like it, and men and women will enjoy and profit by an attentive reading of it.
STORIES OF A GRANDERTIE
History,
By N. 8. Dodge.

The mystery of unfolding life
Was more than morning's dawn,

Shepard. 1874. 16mo. pp.
Lane & Co.
A

little

book

about Americin
Boston:
Lee &

176. Bold

of American

by E. J,

History that can

hardly miss a general and significant success.
It begins with the Discovery of America, and
cop tnkes us through the War of the Revolution.
Each of its tiventy=two brief chapters deals with
some special topic, and these
together cover
nearly all the salient polats of the varied story.

Than opening flower or crescent moon

The human soul new-born!

And, stil to childbood’s sweet appeal

.The style. is wonderfully bappy and effective,
when the special sim 1s kept in mind. Itis unstilted, - simple, straightforward, strong, easily

The heurt of genius turns, .

And more than all the sages teach
From lisping voices learns,—
The voices loved of him who sang,

understood by

That sound to-day on ull the winds
That blow from Rydal side,~

sery and baby talk. We hope the author wil!
keep on with the good work he has so happily
commenced. The bold, open type is not the

Heard in the Teuton’s household songs,
And folk-lore of the Finn,
Where’er to lioly Christmas hearths
sweetest mystery still
in reverence kneels;
of the primal birth
mother feels.

!

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
for Jun.
comes out promptly, bearing the imprint which |
has for years been a grateful introduction of it
high culture’

We wander wide through evil years,

Our eyes of faith grow dim;
But he is freshest from His hands
And nearest unto Him!

with Him

For sin-sick hearts and cold,
The angels of our childhood still
The
Father's face behold.
Of such the kingdom! Teach thou us,
O Master most divine,
T'e feel the deep significance

. Of these wise words of third!

Alone to guilelessuess and love

ton; &c.

the Spirit

‘or hymn.

This

arrangement

rans

through

the

to serve the

same

:

or better

trust

dom

things, than to-day, or

tofore done 'a largé work in educating its read-

purposes. as mauy

rd

and interesting.
American never

‘ers to a higher

weeks that make up the year, so that the volume
is meaut

be found especially suggestive
Taken altogether, the North

deserved a more geherous stipport. . It has here-

fifty-two

other works which offer something of sacred nutriment fof exch morning from the. first of Jan,
to the last of Dee, The highest Christian aim

Critical Notices.

promised more

followed by brief

a- devout poem

Revelations of the War of 1366;

Not one of these is indifferent or of doubtful value, but the second, third and fourth papers wiil-

forth the nature and office of the Holy Spirit, in
a series of passages of Scripture, one for each

and

of sound

the United States; ‘Arctic Exploration; Antiqui> * ;
ty of the North American Indians; The Currbncy and Finances of the United States; Dr.
Clarke’s * Sex: in Pducation”; La Marmora’s

the holi=

tlius presented,

the lovers

Thé table of contents of the last issue avg as

days. Butit is chiefly. meant for daily use by
the soul, and not for a mere ornament to the cen
ter tuble or the chamber mantel. Tt afms to’ set

meditations upon the special aspect of

‘We congratulate

follows: The Constitutions of Great Britain and

of each page,

the season of

chair~Channing, Ev-

forward with no loss of vigor or value,

are the features of what is especially fitted to be

duy of the week, and these are

fears

literature throughout the country on the assur:
ance that the North American is to bet carried

gilt enough to suggest special richness but never
ostentatiously pushing itself into notice,~these
gift-book at.

Some

erett; Palfrey, Sparks, Peabody, Lowell, Not-

outwardly attractive as it is
Cream-laid
paper,¢clear’
excellent.

a.Christian

character.

tofore filled the.editorial

15

border

solid

past history. It will still deal both with curren!
and special topics, and with those that are of
general and permanent interest. The sources
from whence contributions are drawn for its
pages are many, varied, wide-spread and signifcant, and the editorial -work will be performed
in a wiiy worthy of that which has marked the service of | the éminent scholars who - have bere-

Boston, Hurd & Houghton, New York. 1873,
16mo.: pp. 240. .Sold by E.J. Lane & Co.
volume

and

were entertained that, in the changes which iovolved the transfer of the two monthlies to other bands, this House was to dissolve its responsible connection with the great Quarterly. But
those fears are proved groundless by the appearance of this initial ‘number of the new volume,~the 118th.
The prospectus is full of
promise, The managers of the Review evident- ly appreciate the importance of having. such #
vehicle and medium of strong thought on vita!
and practical topics, and they are intent on giv- :
ing the Review whatever is necessary to ils
highest success. The promise for the future is

large and definite, and itis warranted by its

The haughty feet of power shall fal)
.
Where meekness surely goes;
. No cunning find the key of Heaven,
No strength its gates unclose.

|.

with no

to the reading public and no" slight guarantee of

We, need love's tender lessons taught
AS only weakness can;
God hath His small interpreters;
Thé child must tech the man.

And haply, pleading

readers, and yet

least of the many merits which the book embod
jes.

The Christ-child enters in!

Before life’s
The heart
‘The wonder
The lutest

young

patronizing condescension or approach to nur-

Where Tweed and Teviot glide,

‘| inwardly
type, red lines about the

Maggie's Fault.

moment..,

spring from the Christian heart.

Were ‘rocked to poet’s rhyme, -

This

\

at the

nee of a living teacher with this

tal brain, and

Those Sales shall open'fall ;
heart must suffer and bleed for many long
The mind of pride is nothingness,
loving
tender,
her
for
not;
The child-like heart is all!
years? I think
soul, and frail, slender body will not bear THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT; or, Doctrinal and
such unkindness. Strange how soon liquor
Practical Meditations on the Nature and Work
Holy Ghost. By the Rev, Samuel Cutwil) transform human beings into unfeeling | ofjer,the author
of * The
Name
above
every
monsters, and chill the ardent, loving naNumie.” Published by the Am. Tract Society,

ture of a. ténder husband and trusting 'w ife!

stir

wrought into a very pleasant tale much
calculated (o translate the burden of the
song from sentiment into fact—*‘ Glory
io the highest, and on earth peace, good

In every age and clime;
The earhest cradles of the race

his

may

story. Tuking his cue from Dickens, to whom he
Trankly

The Aryan mothers sung.

not

sensitive

~

which they

Lane & Co.
.
Dr. Lorimer has written a genuine Christmas

And childhood bad its litanies

she

pithy, juicy, and their

plain, practical bearings are such as forbid them
to pass away and be forgotten with the emotion

Shepand & Gill. 1874; J6mo. pp. 234.

The echoes of the home-born hymns

|

The talks are brief,

them

UNDER’ ae EVERGREENS; or, A Night with
St. Nicholas: i By George C. Lorimer. Boston:

Still linger in our noon of time,
And on our Baxon longue,

|

And he can hardly

feel in the

way. But we thank both compiler and publish~
ers for the choice and beautiful book. We show
our appreciation-of -Whittier's-fine-product;-with-

THE CHILD

the highest possible serviee,

book in their bands.

strikes us as little less than a personal loss,and a
few slight changes in the words elsewhere seem
tous like the marrig of what was well nigh
perfect. A ‘few other things strike us in'a similar

opens, by copying

sympathy

is to render

way with the children, would ‘find much (hat-is
suggestive and helpful to themin the little volume, and the children themselves would almost

book as

this, but it is a very choice one, neverthéless.

volume

By the Rev. Edwin A. Abbott, M. A

and others, who

We miss one of the most beautiful stanzas here
from “The Little Boy that Died,” and its absence

the

the « °

for the children, and his mim
fail.

dimensions

sucha

From

Voices. II. Pama

The author's heart is evidently full ‘of

choice proddcts of this sort;

quite perfect to us,—~aot

SHEAF.

over

Reneficent love toward men as children can read.
ily appreciate and yvill almost surely profit by.

not a

reader; and Perhaps al

ofreasongble

I. The Good

bend

in the Bible are used to convey instruction, and enforce such lessons of piety toward Godand .

feast here spread for us’tban to sigh over the absence of some imagined dish. Nothing seems

hear her sweet, reproving voice again.
How I pitied that yourg, loving wife,
"apd how often

favorite

CHRISTMAS

win’

Head Master of City London School. Rev a
ed from the London: Bdition.
Illustrated.
Boston: .Am. Tract Society,
New York:
Hurd & Houghton. 16mo. pp. 202.
|,
+ A most excellent little Yook for the little pecs
ple. A great vatiety of the fueldents recorded

and it is more fitting to be grateful ovep-the-rich

laid her white band upon bis arm.:**Women are always in the way,” he said, again
turning to the man in front of him.
I

may find ‘sufficient encourage

Field.

bles,

Nor sky, nor wave, nor tree, nor flower,
Nor green earth’s virgin sod,
;
So moved the singer's heart of old .
As these small ones of God.

flushed still moré, and his voice. was a key

and

sketches of Afijcan life and charac.

CHILD'S

Bible

It is wortby of the genius, the heart,and the msitured manhood of the Quaker poet:

or two louder than before. He brushed
rudely past the wife, evidently to get near

away,

tothe

But no single book

ie friend by my side whispered i in my ear,
*“They have been. married just one year.”
«He is a brute,” I only said in reply.
ps At that moment I saw the young husband
wink slyly to the man, ‘and then {hey both
arose and went into the baggage-car. I
“understood the movement when I law a
bottle protruding from the husband’s coatpocket.
“Don’t, Charley ; don’ t go,’ the young
“wife had pleaded’ before he had got beyond
‘her reach; but he tore: himself from her
slight grasp, and rushed along. Her eyes
filled with tears, and a low moan came from
ber pale lips, and then she bowed her head
and wept silently.
He came back ina few nioments, his face

turned

TRE

One

most every one will miss something that has
been wedded to the memory and the heart by
some special circumstance or rare experience.

eyes.

The wife

Lovers of children were

familiar and

EG

‘ment to induce the preparation of another simi- *,
lar: volume, which is indirectly promised us,”

The seleetions that follow are divid-

as

which

was

as

these vivid

ter, and trust he

ed into two classes,—one is designated Poems of
Infancy, and the ‘other, Poems of Childhood.
Many of these productions will be at once rec

he would have heeded the mild, loving, reprodf that was so visible 10 her tear-dimmed

said,

d

furnishes the ‘opening piece, us in’ original con-

half-wild way

he

Assuming the

substantial accuracy of the representations, we
have feason for gratitude to Mr. Stamley for

kingdom of heaven ,”as-he opens mind and heart
to the influence of these poenis.' Mr. Whittier

that I thought, if he had been half human,

Mag,”

choice things,

ex perignce and ministry of the little ones.

to the man. Several more oaths came from
his lips; but the woman remained silent,
yet looking so pleadingly at the erring one

¢‘Let me alone,

all

actual explorer gnd obsesver.

¢ould hardly fail to find freéh meaning and higher force in Christ’s words,—~** Ot such 1s the

talking very fast to some one in advance of
him, and once I heard a low oath. “Dont,
Charley,” she said again, in the same sweet
voice. But Charley did not seem to heed

{he car-window.

for the other.

all'the members of this musical company, and Wide-awake
& especially
their sopgs have the qualities that bring us into|. these pages or, enthusiassi.
contact with what is most significant in the life and

by her side, whose fice Sore a restless, dis-

er words, but went on in 2

whetted

engravings are

here brought together.

mo-

He

thus

ities of war, the horrors of the slave-trade,&c
&c., all these things are set forth in such whys
as make one seem for the time, little less than an -

find thatthe

aii in udgmens, ely

HY

a continudus

wonders of animal and vegetuble life, the brutal.

almost Apoiled by forget- underlies the work, and they who use it accord--|
fine qup litiés are
her work, Next there was something the’) filsad It leads to much disorder, as: you ing to the author’s intention: can hardly all to.
“4 There is safety in Christ.
derive a large profit.
matter with her foot, and then her eye.
may suppose. I'should not like you to gee |
_you bad accepted him as your Tefge,” said husband’s expected return ; when she was
quite happy, speaking in a cheerful man-} "At length the sewing was «dove. Jessie her room; and I canmot depend, of course, My KALULU, Prince, King and Slave: 7A Story
the
ther, tenderly.
of Central Africa. By Henry M. Stanley, aubrought it to her mother.
that what I tell her will be done. I could
“e+ T'thought so too,” was the plaintive ner to Mrs. Freeman, the kind servant who
thor of ** How I foun Livingstone,” With 11‘Should
I
not
first
send
for
FY:
doctor
om
forcould
she
ner, ATisrong
lustrations,
New York: 8¢
not for a lang time think how
Treply, “bat I trusted in God as one who had all the week watched her mistress’ abget 80. 1 have found out now; the Bible - & Co. 1874. 12mo. pp. 482.
*"Toved: bis children. I thought he had taken sent manner with the deepest solicitude. said ber mother.
My. Stanley is no myth or II
80
“The ‘doctor for me, mother P’ riot the: told me,
God says in it, ‘My “son, forget
away ‘my evil vature. snd given me a clean Night came,—a-dark, rainy, October night,
much the public is now quite’ ready 't
little
girl,
as
surprised
as
she
could
be.
not
my
law
;
but
let.
thine
heart
keep
my
-heart, and. felt thiab 1 could love and trust but it did not bring Elbert Washburne to
concade,—~even that part of it that is a littré
en n forte; - Luever thought. of my God the arms of his agonized wife, who had | “Certainly,” said her mother; “a Jitle commandments.” " Whatever is done from impatient over what is called his egotism,
so full of pains and aches mist. be sick, the heart, is done quickly, and done well, his vir J iconoclasm and. his indepen=
0, 88 Me, Cummings says, commenced - weepirg, and walking the girl
and
the soofier we ‘have the doctor the Poor Maggie, alas! bas. mo heart in it, dence, He k ows how to write what is intermay show | house as soon as night came down on the
better.”
| therefore she forgets and’ disobeys, And esting, as well as how to explore. Tle is never
mountains, and not for one ‘moment did she
“0. mother?” Told Jes ‘laughing, many a mother is grieving over this same dull or Jbackneyed, and_ when he is. thin and
the very thought is darkness: and sor- vest through -alk its long and fearful waltch“they were sewing: aches. I am well “faultin her dear child; and- perhaps many | prolix and’ extravagant, .be skéeps firm. hold:
rows % iii
BEE
Tg
‘es. Alas! her husbandmever came again.
‘even of, the reader_who achesto turn upon
Ny.
‘enough
now.’
a poor child is grieving for it too. ‘Hew | him with the ctitic’s weapons, or’ who'every now
« Frances, you shquid not alc yourself ‘His lifeless remains were found ona cragto feel thus for a “moment. 1 think it. is Pgy rock, lying beneath’the bleeding horse, ‘1 have heard of ottier Tithié ‘girls besides shall T remember what mother says?” “How and then “breaks ont under his‘breath with the
“wrong. Itis not strange that your young, ‘where he had probably beén thrgwn in the Jessiq |wha “had sewing:achés and .pains came I to “Forget 7P—féeling ashamed, "and word * Pshdw 1” The larger book, which puv=
4
was somewhat {influenced by Mr. darkness, by some misstep of tthe faithful whenever their parents had work for them sorry, and ‘mortified as can be.’ My dear ported to be 8 simple narrative of facts,Avas
widely read; "this . smaller one, which is frankly
Cummings's ‘words, buy you should: never animal. “To all appearance his death had to do. These aches and pains do show. ¢hild; I can only tell you to fall” down on conceded to be a romance, will awaken very
God, and beg Tifmto give: nearly the same sort of interest as its . ‘predeces-:
allow any one, however wise, to cause .you. “been instantaneous. The features, 80 ‘hand- sickneis. They are symptoms of a bad dis: your knees be
to distrust. God. Remember his “wards; some: in life, were uiymarred, and - calmly, ease, a disease which cdlssome people up + | you that “new heart” which the Bible tells sor, and in about the same circles. The’ sub~
‘This disease is. eylled ‘ “selfishness.” 1 t] of, Alled with the Spirit of hamble; frithtul starce of it, the author SAYS, stunds for substanis prodiises are fariF aboyy, a others, and; | penceful in’death.
:
2) a tue

seemed strangely sad, wandering listlessly
I thought | from room to room, until the day of her

4 moment.”

was next.

He gives us

country, the adventures of travelers, the charge- |
teristios, customs and habits of the - people, the

e field from which these ppems are drawn
wide and. rich. Many noted names ‘enter into
‘the list of authors, and their choieest things are

sipated look, and in a moment I comprehended it all. His face was flushed slight-]

ly, and I knew why it was thus.

this volume,

the books will

has been

foros.

the young face that was all aglow with love
and tenderness. A young man was ‘seated

once

_¢ Do not allow yourself to be thus sad-

ported to him by unquestionable authority. . His. principal characters are drawn from real life in
| Africa, though with assumed flames and chang.

This work is pqually beautiful in appearancd and
excellent in character. Paper, typé and the nu-

me. A half-sad look rested
| froofnt

and sunlight, it was such that she®hiight
please her husband, and win his approving . Her little boy only lived to be ten years old,
and, just before passing away, the’ light of
word and smile.
—at school and on the street,— was talking
reason and of love seemed to” down on his
- 4 Thus three years aasiel, the young
of Miss Nutting’s accident. Some said it | couple being seldony separated from each ind. - Putting up both atms to his mother
was the most striking case of God’s direct
other for a day. Their friends visited them he said, ‘Kiss me, mamma,—God is going
judgment they ever knew. ' Others ‘said it only in the summer, and. they only visited ‘ to take me to papal
was wrong to charge man’s carelessness to’
“Now, Frances, let this story help you to
former homes to spend the holidays, so that
God, for, with proper
care, the hoat might
formost of the year they were wholly de- remember that to every heart there is a leshave been kept upright, even though too
son of life. To the great soul may be ap-:
pendent on each other for society.
heavily loaded, and Miss Nutting might
¢ At length Elbert was dbliged to leave pointed the great pang, that, thrice-refined,
still have been living. 1 was feeling very
his home on business whick would require, all its powers may be awakened. Let us
unhappy. It'seemed so strange, so very
him to be absent a week, and it was impos- draw nearer to God, that our lesson may be
sad, that one in full health should have-to
more easily learned. »
sible for his wife to accompany him.
die thus, without a moment's warning.
“It was in the=grey, chilly mist of an
As Jenaie’s father is 4 minister; I thought
October moriing that he mounted his faI would learn hil opinion of this sad affair,
Sewing-Aches.
vorite horse to take his departure, Riding
and rest wholly upon that.
——
“ Well," you know-.I. went home
Jennie Cummings last night. Every

appetite

the end of life by God's grace, or run swift-

we:

that the light of. reason and intellect was
wanting in the large, dark eyes of the boy,
and that he never spoke save to repeat the

been

though her life was one of cutward

a

possessing either of

0

earth,

be my life may be made better by its teachy
ings,” said Frances.
position is so different from
“Your
And awful purposes, that filled the mind
mine it can not help you as it has ‘me, but
‘With earnest thought and aspiration high,
A while were cherished, then we let them die; if the sorrows and cares-of-life-shonld—ever- was very untike her former self. Tn vain}
— Silent; unnoticed; they were teft bebitud: =
be yours, it might help you to a “deeper, her parents offered every inducement to her
Ah! happy might he be,
‘We all have graves.
firmer trust in him whose tender mercies to return with them to her childhoods
‘Who in his inmost soul with truth could say,
are over all his works; and I will try to re- “home. Nothing could tempt‘ her to leave
No graves have cast their shadows o’er my
this secluded spot. Here’ she would stay
late it as I heard it.
'
way,
rne was a young man
Washbu
Elbert
¢¢
and
devote her life to her child, whom she
And dimmed the happiness of life for me.
whose life, previous to his marriage, had called Elbert,
oo
But in the Bright Eternal, of whose joy
passed amid the bustling activitiés of a
“All the Joung mother’s time was spent
ates
‘We
catch faint glimpses through the
city. His family were wedlthy, aristocratic in caring for the baby, or in bending over
ajar,
and influential. No pains had been spared him as be slept.
Its perfect happiness no grief shall mar,
to fit bim for ornament and usefulness in
Its pefect peace no sad unpest annoy.
| “As little Elbert grew. older, it was
society, and so well had this gifted and |; strange, passing strange that the eyes
No graves shall mark the site of buried love,
fine-looking young man improved his op-, of the ever attentive mother failed to.noOf friends, of joys, of hope, of purpose high,
portunities that no

but

One is reminded, in lookhig over

will call it a merey, a glorious blessing to ly and surely to destruction.”
—
him who was taken, and while. it is a deep,
a sad affliction to those who are left; let us
:|
“Don’t, Charley.”
trast that it ig a chastening - which shall
——
yield the peaceable fruits of righteousness !1?
“Don’t, Charley,” came to my ears in a
“For several weeks after these melansweet, musical tone, while I -was-eeated in
choly events Ethel Washburne continuedin |
I should not
a railway-car, last summer.
this terrible state of mind. Then (there
have heard the soft, touching Eo had it
was the low wail of a new-born babe, and
not been very near me. I looked to see
Ethel’s parents rejoiced that the life of their
was that had spokem, and saw a
only.daughter was spared. With returning who'it
sweet, beautiful woman upon the seat in
health ker reason. was restored,—still she
upon.

or

horse,

a

a fall from

not,

red, many of them .witnessed by himself or re. ©

“of Whittier's collection of poems in the work entitled ‘“:Child-Life in Poetry.” And yet there
ure differences as well as similarities, :and one

ment to say, -‘Pshaw ! what's the ase? I
don’t: care I’ It takes only a moment to say,
it, for, had you known his life ‘as I have ‘I'm not going to be laughed at for being. a
known it, you could have no doubts in re- Christian, I know.’ It takes but a moment
“gard to this matter, Knowing and believing to-drive the Spirit of God away, by simply|
this, can you call that a judgment which ‘diverting the mipd, which’ ‘may be done. in
ook him in an insfant from all possibility many ways.
J
free
of paim, or’ anguish, or loss of friends; to
“And so the soul may be switchéd on to
a land of perfect joy, of eternal bliss,—a the right track or on to the wrong track mn
home forevér with the Lord? “Ah, we do
a moment of time, and either run safely to

+o

Grandma Elwin went

from

tial truth, - It fells of things that actually occur

- Fiterary Brien,

T say you believe

was truly a child of-God.

Nut-

Miss

* The accident which caused

. Amazed and sorrowing, he saw them fall,

with a logk of nnusual

love: That will Yetember: ‘that will ity
hard, and will assuredly swoceed, you may
depend upon it.

come to her with all possible haste, seek tor answer to my appeal.
comfort her, She appeared
wholly un“I know it, Henry,” said 1; “buy how.
conscious
‘of
their
presence.
.
with
d
crowne
g,
sufferin
and
long does it take youto switch off a’ locoalike of care
“‘The funeral sermon was preachedby an "motive onthe wrong track ? Once started
‘perfect trust, Thad eome in from hex own
room and stood beside her gr randehild. old friend of the Washburne family,one who on the wrong track, no matter how smoot
Laying her hand on Frances’ bowed head, had beeu their pastor during Eltert's boy- ly and swiftly it may run, it is running te
hood’ and ‘early manhood. Speaking
of destruction. On the other hand, a moment
she said,
“Is it not a blessed” thought that all sudden death, by accident, or otherwise; ony, and the switch- tender will bawe put’
these things which ‘now ‘seem - mysterious, the minister said; ‘Let no man dare to call the' locomotive on the right track, and the
from thé hand, of God. If cars will go safely,
:
sad, and strange, will by and by be explain- this a judgment,
ed to us? that we shall then see them in you say it, youdo not ‘fully believe what | “So with the heart, It- takes only a
the light of God's love, and shall know that you say. - Those of my hearers who are moment to*pray sincerely, ‘Lord, save me.’
| Christians believe with St. Paul, that to a It takes only a inoment to say from
they are mercies, and not judgments ?”
the heart,
“Do you really believe this, = Grand- child of God, it is gain to die; that they ‘Lord, give me thy Holy Spirit; make me
are taken at once to a land whose delights thy child; do -not..leave me: let me not
ma?"

Aré sad reminders of the bitter strife.
Ali! sacred graves of those our early dead,

OS

1874...

dealing with an’ expedition of eminent natjve princes, with friends and attendants, from Zap“Yes, mother, 1 know; but then you. see. LITTLE PEOPLE or Gop, and what .the posts zibar, into thednterior of the Afriean’ continent .
have said of them. ' Edited by Mrs, George L. -and beyond, in search of, ivory, slaves and other
my good féelings only last a moment.” « ’ * Auslis.
Boston: Shepard. & Y gill, 1874, 16mo. things that enter into an African chiefs wiéa of
pp. 170.
Sold by E. 4 Lane & Co.”
.
So said my boy to me last evening, in
wehlth and distinction, ‘I'he descriptions of the

idol was gond, and with hiar all- hope, all
ahimation, anid almost life itself had vanish-

assur-

blessed

the

ance that, ‘although we can not know what
he doéth now, we shall know hereafter.” ~
While mother and daughter were: thus
deeply absorked in conversation, Grandma
ristian woman, whose face told
Elw

Mingled together in this earthly life,
a

14,

they can never fail. When you are tempt- : From the hour when Ethel’s- eyes. “first makes ¢hildrén cross,ad fretful,-. id. -dised to believe that‘God purposely . brings “a rested ‘on the still form whith" in life “had obliging: and troublesome, , and unbpppy ;
and
punishment.on any of his believing chil: “been, so dear to her, all her tears and vio: and 1am sure it ‘makes those selfi
sad
wii
have
ehaige
of
the,
Seles
oted.
his
that:
r,
lent
demonstrations
of
grief
ceaseg.
Every:
rémembe
‘drén, then, my child,
—
own word plainly, tells us. * He doth not ‘thought and emotion seemed to settle “into
Her
|.
‘lips
a.deep, tearless, unutterable anguish,
Switched Of...
“willingly afflict.” And even: {rom the

Graves. *
©

JAN: UARY

STAR,

THR MORNING

HAI

|

appreeiation ofS

hat is solid in

literature and significant in criticism, and it bas
by no means completed the work of -this sort
that needs to be done. And so we trust its future is to be even more successful than its past.
—Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA" keeps faithfully in

mind its.avowed object, and’ that object is truly
and largely served by every one of its iamen. | ¥
opens the new volume strongly and well. .
Hill, dealing ‘with Theology as a Possible ig
full”
énice, gives us a. remarkably critical puper,

' of learning and vigor, passing under: review the
leading

and _ later

metaphysicians

of

Grepl

equalBritain and Europe in a way that will he
second
lya surprise and a gratification: The

article presents much detailed and welcome information respécting Galilee in the time of
Christ, which will correct, many popular mis=
apprehensions and offer much that is new evgn

“to intelligent’ readers, We have a very good
article on Faith as the Basis of Science;a very
on Book. Raritied
enjoyable paper.
pleasant and
at Washington, furnished by

‘brarian of Congress;

the Assistant Lyi

a scholarly article on the

| Hebrew Tenses: a second

paper on’ the Natural

w of
Basis'of our Spiritual Language;us & ofrevie
Old
the
ratio
Yjast
orid
Hist
Rewlingon's/

al
Tostament, and the usual literary and critic
s ub,
serve
material which this Quarterly so well
occupied
niche
ant
import
an
fills
jew
bh
yon Te most liberal sup=
Bh I Ree 4)
Duper.
r.
are. : Warrén
yout. =Audover,

og

teva Wiscellang.

SU THRE-MORNIN

G S

fa

hurled it at thelr heads, and, screamed rose has
“Munder!” “at ‘the top

of

his

; Hippopotami in the Gardens,

bringing letters of introduction to the
By. the kindness: of. Mr. Baitlett, ) had (physically * timid) lion of. loans. ' Emthe good fortune to be present on the oc- ~barrassed by his auriTérously august prespe
when the little Hippotahius, Guy ence—what is therein a Ivey or
Fawkes—who isnow ‘eight months olds bug capable of ifispiring
awe P—th forgot
was introduted to his disagreeable old their speech and their common coolness of
‘father, Obesh, ‘a resident of the gardens conduct, They were nearly as much terfor twenty-thrée
ars. Opesh was q
rified as the renowned Israelite; and as it
ly munching his breakfast- of grass in the was their initial visit to En land, they moutside den, when at a given signal the agined - at first that all foreigners were
porteullis of the mother’s den’ was gradu- -deemed robbers and ‘desperadoes until the
ally raised, and the two- heads appeared contrary was éstablished., ;
gazing out with a most comical expression,
<The wretchedly
rich Nathan never went
Seeing his wife, Obesh’ left off munching out alone after dark, never entered.
an unhis grass, grinned a gha stly grin, and he lighted room, had Servants within call of
peted
- *Umph,” “Umph,” his bed-chamber, slept with loaded pistols’
‘under his pillow,
Lite Guy Fi wwkes then came forward
A felMow:Franklor(er, dining ith him}
from
behind
his. mother, with
the ac- one evening, and observing the luxury of
tion and stiffness of a
ointer when he his homsehold, remarked,
has distovered a covey of
ay
t be bappy, baron, with the
* “and slowly he'wentup to’ bis father, an
power oy
to gratify everyaywish,”
.
their outstmtched noses wer e just touching,
‘Happy, indeed!” was the responss
when the mother—Dil, by name— sounded “Do you thinkit happiness-to be hannted
the signal for war, and rushing past the always by a dread of murder—to have
Young one, fairly ¢hallen ged her lord and your dppetite for” breakfast sharpened by a
master to single combat, He instantly re- threat to stab you to "the ‘hcart unless yon
treated
a step.or two, an d. she. began to inclése a thousand guineas to some- un" pretend to munch at {h
known villain #”
z
her eyes always fixed spitefully upon h
On one. occasion, when the "great finanJust av this moment the. sun shone out, cier had been to an evening-party, and Had
and 1 was enabledto see most - distinct]
otten info his carriage to ‘go home, a

* the rémarkable phenomenon of the *blood-

friend, wishing to

make

mi

appointment,

SE

,

9

eres

nid AIS
RRR

stepped out.to

speak

to

him.

The

tim-

‘has its lees.

All men’s faults are not

writ-

ten on their foreheads, and it's quite us
well théy are not » or hats would need wide
brims ;«yet as su reas eggs are eg,
of some sort nestlein every m an’s bosom.
There's.no telling whena man 's sins may

show themselVes for’hares pop

ditch just, when

them.

you

are

not

A horse that is weak s

him, and

the rider

How'T' Was Saved,
To every wite, whose husband is the slave

but

had. better. hold

tq liquoI r,
say, "hope and pray!

it

thiefas the kitten.

pug,

ncient London,
VY

tone, and it was evident that the
behemoths . were getting’ into good
At last the tf emale swam nearer,
and distending her
at nostrils to the utmost, uttered a kind of hiss, not the
least
like a war cry. When the keeper
heard
two

this he said, “Th
they'll not fight any

simile,

ght now,

more.

See,

they

Sir;

are

and, have uncorked

left, off staring.” , The

_ ful keeper was quite righ

faith-

for all three

Ppos at once . became - fi
domestic.scene was over.

I understand that on thé previous day,
when these three beauties weré first put
‘together, little Guy Fawkes ‘immedia
went up to Obesh and cheeked him in

| most insolent
grunted at him

he

ed him to fight.
the old father,
im into the
lowed up directly,

bristled
The

up,

mother

scratched his
water.
The
swam under

pulled his t
the ‘second occasion
the youngster behaved very differ
ently; it
was quite evident that someh
or other
his mother had cautione d- andeow given
him
ep in the rear
she did
the fightidg. On this occusi onwhileObesh
was
alarmed, althou gh Dil frightened
an hurt him, She so alarmed
that a new disc overy was made by him
Mr:
After the fight was over the

and whiter; and the lower part: of
his

and sides becime of a cream
and the poor old fellow looke
as a ghost,” " It was some hours before he
tame to his proper color a
second day's fight Obesh again turned
somewhat white, making his blood

Stand out

that

‘with. unusual

says, “I love you all the more, John, for
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not soon

be

and his attachment to 143 relatives
especially to the one who had embarked on
life’s voyage with him wag so great that it seemed a
Wevere struggle to give up earth and to have
all the dear ties sundered forever here,
But he
was finally enabled to say, ““ Thy Swill be ,dong?’
‘He leaves a brother, two sisters und wife,
feel deeply afflicted and stricken by
death, but Ged has caused to bn
thy day.is So shall thy strength b

|
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POLLY JONES died'in W. arner, Oct. 7, nged

Hosea CrouaH died in Concord, Oct. 16, aged
perienced religion in 1842

in a revival at Cone ord. . He was baptized Ly
Rev. G. Frost, and united with our church in
Contoocook, and remained a member
For ten years, or more, .softening of
greatly impaired his mental powers, and resulted in his death,
a dear companion; who has faithfully minister ed to his wants

adopt

her course instead of a harsh _one.—Mont-
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rendered him a man of peace, and his examples
were worthy of imitation.
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For a number of years he suffered much from
‘nervous weakness, which at length so progitated
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went fo
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REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

The location of"

SEMINARY.

this institution at Evansville, Wis.,

being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming ¢ ountry. The village of Evansvill
e
passed in the high moral tone of its inhaving no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the a
plishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife havi
after four. years’ charge of
the school, recently enter ed into a contract with the
Trustees to condne t it for five years to come, thus
giving permanene
is a beautiful one.
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meet many dear ones crossed. before,
d the welcome from the H
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name, is that man ?”
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did hope and pray, and God. in His mercy during the pastorate of Rev. J. B. Davis.
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.
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that the old Roman
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spots that looked like thin red gum, and or the carriage window, with his favorite taste and structure
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quainted with the situation.
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be Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court, and the judiciary committee has reported
favorably upon the nomination.
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